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Meese-Brennan Debate page 8

Student Group Defends
Black-Only· Policy
By Donna L. Riccobono
he largest black law student organization in the country is under attack. And surpri ingly , the allegation
is an ongoing policy of discrimination against nonblacks.
The controversy surrounds a white third-year law student from the Univer ity of Mississippi named Susan
Kreston . Kreston became a member of an integrated local
chapter of the Black Law Students Association (BLSA)
last year but was denied the right to compete at a regional
round of NBLSA 's Frederick Douglass Moot Court competition held last March at the University of Loui svi lle
School of Law in ' Kentucky . The competition, which is
entering its 12th year, is one of the large t moot court
' ompetition in the nation. Although the official word
from the University of Louisville is that the integrated
team was allowed to compete but chose to withdraw from
the conte t, Kreston and her attorneys maintain that she
was barred from participating because she is white. Chapter members at the Univer ity of Mississippi have severed
ties with the regional and national BLSA groups and plan
not to rejoin until the policy i changed.
Some facts of the current con trover yare not in dispute .
BLSA' s national constitution provides that only black
law students in U.S. law schools are eligible to become
members . Kreston's attorneys maintain that all threats of
litigation would be dropped if Kreston were allowed to

T

participate in the competition this year and if NBLSA's
constitution were modified to permit students of all races
to join . "I believe raci sm is wrong," says Kreston, "and
it doesn't matter W1'to practices it."
BLSA rejects the notion that in order to be viable, it
must include nonblack members; stressing instead the
historical uniquenes of black in this ociety and the
need for a special support group to addres their concerns .
According to Johnnie Cordero, national chair of BLSA
and third-year law student at BLS, "The benefits that
may be derived from integration are best achieved in
ituations of coalition on issue of mutual concern."
Carolyn Veal, NBLSA's vice president , contends that,
"Until we attain everything a white law student can in
law school and in law firms acro s he country, we don't
feel we are practicing reverse discrimination."
BLSA leaders further assert that local chapter are
supposed to be in line with the black-only national policy .
If Kreston was permitted to become a member of her
local chapter, it was becau e the local chairper on exceeded his authority.
The legal is ue concerns whether BLSA is a private
association or whether it has a sufficient nexus to a public
institution 'to be classified as public under the law. The
law of private associations clearly states that a private
club has the right to determine its membership based on
any criteria it desires to establish. If private as ociations
continued on page /9

Johnnie Cordero, a BLS Student: He heads
up the national group that is for and about
black law students,

Reagan Administration D cia res
War on Supreme Court
How Far Should Judges Go In
Constitutional Interpretation?
By Jim Diamond
he Supreme Court's opinions have been called "bizarre." the Reagan Administration's views of the Con titution are termed " arrogant. " Are these
the assertion of frustrated con-law tudent ? No, rather, they come from
no higher ource than the Attorney General of the United State and the
senior Supreme Court ju tice . The battle crie have been ounded and the
Administration has made clear that its next target for great change is the
Court and the federal judiciary. This pa. t July Attorney General Edwin
Mee e III delivered a speech to the American B ar As ociation in which he
called for a "juri prudence of Original Intention." whereby the iew of
federal judge would be restrained and the Con titution would be ba ed
solely on the intent of it framers . In recent days, almost baiting the Court
to respond, Meese ha questioned the value of the Miranda deci ion, aying,
"Most innocent people are glad to talk to the police , " and that the Court'
decision applying the Bill of Rights to the states rested on "intellectually
shaky" grounds .
Meese's remarks have cau ed quite a tir among constitutional cholars
and, yes , even a bit of noise from the chamber of the Supreme Court it elf.
On October 12 Justice William 1. Brennan Jr .. the Court' mo t enior
member, delivered a trong peech at Georgetown ni ersity, where he

T

US Attorney General Edwin Meese III: He'd like the court to stick to the
framer 's original intentions and stop pushing things like the Bill of Rights
on the states.

continued on page 8
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T::J USTI N IAN
A FORUM FOR THE

BROOKLYN l AW SCHOOL COMMUN I TY

NOVEMBER
FEATURES
FOUNDING INTENT:
RELEVANT TO TODA Y'S LEGAL ISSUES?
Attorney General Edwin Meese III and Supreme Court Justice
William Brennan Jr. square off in a constitutional controversy that
may fundamentally change the role of the Supreme Court.
Page 1

BLACK STUDENT GROUP
CHARGED WITH RACE DISCRIMINATION
BLSA's refusal to allow a white law student to compete in its national moot court contest has generated a media backlash that shouts
reverse discriminsation and a potential lawsuit that could threaten
Page 1
the status of black organizations throughout the country.

CITY REFERENDUM NUKED
Struck from the voting ballot this November was a referendum
that would have excluded Staten Island's Nuclear Home Port. The
reason : The Supremacy clause and National Defense. Is this action consistent with democracy?
Page 3

AIDS VICTIMS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
There is no medical reason for preventing most children with AIDS
from attending school. There is also no legal basis for doing so.
According to one analyst, fear and the political pressure it creates
seem to beclouding what is an excruciating , but clear, legal issue.
Page 11

DEPARTMENTS

NEWS UPDATE ..
NIGHT OWLS
EDITORIALIOP ED
LETTERS

... 2
... 2
10-11
12-13

QUOTE OF THE MONTH: "However, this court is convinced that a conviction
which rests upon racial stereotypes, fears and prejudices violates rights too fundamental to permit deference to stand in the way of the relief sought. "-Judge H .
Lee Sarokin of Federal District Court in Newark, in overturning the murder convictions of Rubin (Hurricane) Carter and John Artis_
New.York Times, 1118/85
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

EARLY REGISTRATION
STUDENT DISCOUNT - $125
PIEPER BAR REVIEW COURSE
ENROLL NOW to save a seat in the
LIVE course!
ENROLL BY December 1 and save $125Total cost only $700!
. ENROLL NOW and take the MPRE Review
Course at no additional cost in
March , August or November.
ENROLL NOW! $100 SAVES YOUR PLACE!
For more information see your Pieper
Representatives or telephone
(516)

747·4311

PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISTATE
BAR REVIEW, LTD.
90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, New York 11501

Two years ago it was rumored that
Brooklyn Law School was considering
eliminating the part-time division . In the
spring of 1984, Dean Trager dispelled this
rumor by sending letters to the part-time
students, reassuring them that he firmly
supported part-time legal education and
had no intention of phasing out the parttime division . Similarly, last spring
George Washington University School of
Law decided (at the last minute) not to go
through with a plan to close down the
school 's part-time evening di v isi on .
Why would either school con s ider dropping their part-time J . D. programs to limit
enrollment to o nly those student s who can
attend full -time? Pre tige . The notion pe rists that a prestigious national la w school
(which i wha t e ve ry law choo l want s to
be) does not o ffer a part -time Juri Doctor
program . [ thi notion based o n fact?
Well , no t exactl y. It 's based o n deduc ti ve
reasoning . Ha rvard Law Sc hool a nd the
Uni versi ty of Chicago Schoo l o f La w do
not have part- time di vi ions. They are prestigious law c hols. New Yo rk Uni ve rsi ty
' School of Law used to have a part-time
evening divi s ion which was eiiminated
some years ago . NYU Law School is now
a very prestigious law schol. Therefore ,
if a school does not have a part time divi s ion it is more likely to be seen as being
pre tigiou .
Does this "low prestige" image affect
graduates of part-time law school programs? The answer is a definite yes and
no . There are some members of the legal
profession (and law schol faculties) who
believe a thorough legal education cannot
be pursued part-time . Those who join in
this belief may not think part-time law
Mudenu are adequ~clytt~ned . Yct, iliis
is not the only source of the stigma that
ha been as ociated with part-time legal
education . Law , like many other professions , is fairly elitist. Part-time law degree
program were created to encourage returning war veterans to earn a law degree,
and still hold jobs and support their
families . The majority of students were
men from lower-middle and middle class
familie ; some were children of immigrants, not traditionally represented in fulltime law choo[ cia ses. These law
graduates in the forties and fifties changed
the ethnic image of the legal profession .
Part-time legal education made the profession accessible to a different segment of
the population and was blamed for lowering the standards.
- Today , part-time legal education is
gaining more acceptance . Law school

costs are staggering; even part-timers
graduate with enormous debts . Some law
schols , like BLS , do not have a separate
evening division faculty (evening classes
at some law schools were typically taught
by adjunct lecturers and not professor .)
Part-timers have the same opportunity to
take classes with notable faculty members.
The part-time division still attracts
members of groups under- represented in
the legal-profession . Women comprise
from 36% to over 50% of current law
school e nrollment. Many women (and
men) with children find that part-time
legal education allows them to juggle both
school and famil y resposibilities.
One important factor for the change in
attitude towa rd part-time legal education
are the law sc hools . Law school applications and enrollments have bee n dec lining
steadil y (except in 1985 when appli cati ons
increased slig htl y). Many reg io nal law
schooL cannot fill all their day c lass
spaces . Schoo ls fi ght for the best candi dates. In metro po litan areas suc h as NYC ,
Was hin gton DC, Boston and Philadel phi a, pa rt-time law chool enrollments are
thriving. In these cities there is a large
pool of highly quali fied , employed people
(some of whom already have one or more
graduate or professional degrees) that
want to study law but can only do so parttime. Law chools realize that part-time
students provide substantial revenue without drastically increasing the schools'
operating costs.
So , bottom line, will a part-time legal
education adversely affect your chances
for employment? No . [f you have excellent grades and whatever else it takes to
land a $54,000 a year Associate position
at a prestigious law firm , it won't much
matter that you attended part-time. What
about the relit of us? If your prospective
employer was a part-time law student it
may help you . (Only another part-timer
knows what it took to graduate , even if
you didn't make law review .) Often , parttimers have other attributes that make
them attractive employment prospects;
they have work experience; they may be
older, already have a family and now can
dedicate themselves to a legal career.
Whether you have earned your law degree
in three or four years is rarely the sole
basis upon which you will be hired . [t is
neces ary for graduates to use their law
school experience to their best advantage.
Stigma or no stigma , it takes a lot of organization, determination and a good
sense of humor to go to law scho[ part-time
and who wouldn 't want those qualitie in
an employee?

"The Neighborhood Pub"

..

a mature gathering place and neighborhood
public house, serving lunch and dinner every
day
Brunch served every Sunday noon to 4 pm
C apulet's also serves up one of N.Y.C.'s
championship dart teams
a nd on Saturday nights, we become' 'The Big
A pple Home for Bluegrass Music"
join us anyday.
Open-air cafe
151 Montague Street· 852-3128
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The S.B.A. Reports
The S.B.A. recently has been
working on two major projects: library related problems and printing a
student directory.
The S.B.A. executive board met
with Dean Trager, Linda Holmes, and
Sara Robbin s to discuss solutions for
the proqlems of breakdowns and poor
copy quality of the copying machines.
Last year students voted to increase
the student activity fee by $5 and earmark these funds for the xerox
machines. The admin stration agreed
to match the increase. Dean Trager
and M . Holmes explai ned, however,
that money alone could not remedy
the situation. The problem of broken
machines and poor copies is rampant
throughout all law sc hool s, and there
is no simple solution .
M . Holme has met with the new
serviceman and the new supervi sor
(the old people were fired). All of the
machines are being cleaned and completely checked over for repairs. The
new . erviceman makes more than two
service stops per day and library personnel have been directed to check
and fix machine for misfeeds or
paper replacement.
Machine will jam less frequently
if students close the covers to the
machines when copying. When
machine covers are up , the toner
build up which causes mi sfeeds.

M Holmes is a lso looki ng into
renting new machines that are deisgned for active student use and should
jam less frequently. Students should
write to the copying company to exchange their old copying cards for
new ones. The address is on the
machines in the librarj . Both Dean
Trager and Linda Holmes will continue to work out solutions, but once
again, students are reminded to close
the covers when making copies.
As of Oct. 24, the outcome of the
vote on extending weekend library
hours had not been determined . Student~library staff is hard to find for
weekends which is the main reason
weekend hours have not already been
lengthened. The library will be open
on January 2 and classrooms will be
open for studying on Jan uary I.
The problem of ventilation in the
new smoking room of the library was
discussed with Dean Trager. (For
those of yo u who haven't found it,
the old smoking section of the library
i now a smoking room on the third
floor.) The administration will try to
et up classrooms designated as
"smoking study rooms" for tudents
to use while studying for exams.
Dean Trager informed the executive board that there has been an
alarming increase of 'razoring out
pages from library book s. We are sure

Naval Base For NYC:

Supremacy Clause
Nukes Referendum
by Ginna Pettinelli
T he Navy has decided to build a $300

};

z
----~~----~~~~---------~

SBA Executive Board . L-R, Mary Verderame, secy.;
Katherine Duggan , Night V.P.; David Hyman, Treas. ; Orren Falk,
Pres. (Debbie Sit, Day V. P. not in photo). The SBA meets monthly.
Their office is at 1 Boerum PI. ... Stop By.
most student abhor thi s practice, but
unfortunately , the incidents of missi ng pages have become a serious
problem .
Dean Trager will follow up on any
information received and students
with information are greatl y encouraged to speak up! The onl y practical
olution is an increa ed gene ral
awareness of the problem and student
peer pres ure . Dean Trager indicated
that he will per onally notify the
proper authoritie regarding admission to the bar of those persons who
are caught razoring out pages from
books.
The S.B .A. is presently working

has stated that " the same way ew Yorkers would be horrified at putting a landbased mi s ile ilo in New York , they ought
to be h<;>rrified at putting a floating silo in
the miadle of the most densely populated
area in the country. "
Groups against the home port have
criticizd the motivations behind the granting of the base to New York as political
and not strategic. They base this claim on
the fact that New York was cllOsen by
competitive bidding; it beat out Boston
and Rhode Island . The Navy, however,
claims that the choice of New York is
strategic since the navy needs 'a port that
puts them closer to their North Atlantic
allies .
continued on page 15

Supporters of the home port insist that
naval base on Staten Island and New York has an obligation to accept the
this news has some New Yorkers saying naval base . According to Mayor Koch ,
"there goes the neighborhood ."
•. New Yorkers enjoy the advantages of
Under the Reagan administration, the living in the United States; we ought to
Navy ha sought to expand the size of its be willing to assume some of the respon c
fleet from 479 to 600 ships. Part of this sibilities of defending the United States .
plan includes dispersing these new ships
Claiming that afety i' a non-issue, ----------------------- - - - in various home ports strategically chosen proponents of the naval base maintain that
around the country.
because of certain afety devices on the
In July of 1983 , after a strong
Profs Remember
Washington lobbying effort by New York
BLS Night School
officials , New York won the commitment
In the 1940's
for the naval base planned for the Northeast. The e official argued that the naval
base would create jobs for the area and
revitalize the port .
Controversy, however, surrounded the
. 'GiI'e me your blean'·eyed, anxiety-ridproposed home port plan when it became
den weary," huddled ";as;es of inso";niacs
clear that the ships to be b.ased here would
and I lI'ill introduce them to the study of
be capable of carrying nuclear weapons .
the lall'.' ,
Several New York officials who originally
supported the plan have si nce turned nuclear weapon the chance of an accident
by Maureen Roaldson
again t it while concerned anticuclear happening i virtually nonexi tent. They
his is not the revi ed text from the Stagroup waged an intense gra root cam- cite a evidence the fact that there has
tue of Liberty base. It i the invitation
pai gn to get the matter on the electi on been no major nuclear di a ter in the
ball ot this No ember.
avy' hi tory . The advocate forthe ba e extended by Brooklyn Law School to
The ongoing citywide debate between also reject the argument that placing the tho e of u who choo e to labor for wage
those-who support the base and those who ship here would make New York a more by day and truggle for knowledge in the
oppose it has implications of both national likely target in case of war . In the view evening. We are the "night owl .. of the
and constitutional importance. Should the of MF. Koch and other supporters , given Law School a .k.a. "part-time students."
It might be of ome comfort to evening
Navy establi sh a naval base in the coun- New York' po ition in the world of fi try's largest city with warship capable of nance and communications, it would cer- students. who tackle studie after a day's
launching a nuclear attack? Can the citi- tainly be a prime target without the new office work or hours of coping with kids
and household chores, to know that others
zens of New York , by passing a referen- base .
dum , estop the City from approving any
Opponents of the naval base argue that have done it and succeeded rather well in
plan which would provide funds for the placing nuclear weapons in New York har- law careers. Professors Joseph Crea and
developnment of a military facility de- bor is especially dangerous . Representa- Gerard Gilbride, of the Brooklyn Law
tive Ted Weiss, speaking against the ba e, School Faculty , are two uch examples .
signed to carry or store nuclear weapons?

.I. million

to complete the student directory by
the. end of the semester. Those students who do not wish to have their
name , address or phone number
printed will be required to notify the
S.B.A . The S.B.A. i trying to fund
the directory through advertisements
so there will be no cost to students.
For those of you who want to have
more information about the S .B .A.'s
many other ongoing projects, including a trip to the Supreme Court,
Cabaret Night, day care center, food
drive, and blood drive , come by the
S.B .A. office or attend one of our
meetings . Our suggestion envelope is
up and we'd like to hear from you .

Professor Crea attended Brooklyn Law
School between 1944 and 1947 . He earned
his J.D . by aqending evening classes for
three years and going to school three summers . He presently teache Corporations ,
Commercial Paper and Torts .
Professor Crea's unique law school experience is only part of his interesting educational career. He attended both High
School and College in the evenings . He
had earned 99 credits at Brooklyn College- in evening studies--over a four
year period when he left school to take a
government job .
When Professor Crea applied to Brooklyn Law School he specifically reque sted
that he be allowed to attend classes four
nights a week and one morning . He had
a full-time job that required most of his

T
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Prof. Joseph Crea: He took torts in his
fourth year-1947.
daytime hour . Dean Jerome Prince admitted this was an unusual request but decided
to take a chance on thi enthusiastic. ambitious student. There was a catch. Young
Crea would have to start "wherever there
was an opening for him." Thu . law
school began with third year c1as es: Concontinued on page J3
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LITTLE ~KNOWN TORTS
During our years of researching dusty, dank, dingy law libraries and other known
(and even some unknown) niches and crannies in search of potentially bizarre bar
exam questions that might be sprung on unsuspecting students, we discovered
eertain('''little known torts" · that have yet to appear. _~on any exam. As a speci~l
• •",'

se;~ic~, ' we

student

J

brin~ :~I

thought it only fair to

of these unknown

t~;;:/

ou't in the open, just in case ~.
Aften:.long, arduous journey acioss~ the bounding main,

""

wr~ckerl.'with

scurvy, beri. beri,

~iaeou~' ~torms and

sea

serpents, the sailing vessel "Mayflour," complete with
~ hip's

company, landed safely at Plymouth Rock.

LITTLE KNOWN TORTS ;ttl

, Un fortunately (and not at all in keeping with other
his~~rical recor~s)

mayhem broke loose in the form of

Private Peter Pilgrim . '.
,

~s

Peter Pilgrim was

~jsembarking

froni the ship, the wet

gangway slipped off Plymouth Rock, propelling him over
the rock , landing oJ! (and destroying) a festive table ,
laden with mouth-watering goodies painstak ingly prepared
by Chief Chuckie Cheez 'and his tribe.

Chief Chuckie Cheez, after reviving Private Peter Pilgrim
(and removi ng mass quantities of cranberry sauce from his
nostrils and a drumstick from his left ear) sued Private
Peter Pilgrim for damages for destruction of

proper ~y .

Private Peter Pilgrim in tirn sued Captai!:: C. Way ~or
negligence for allowing him to disembark on the wet gangway .
Captain C. Way in turn sued Far Flung Funships (owners
and operators of the "Mayflour") on the grounds that the
vessel was equipped with an unsafe gangway.
Far Flung Funships then sued Gangway Gratings Ltd. for
product liability since the gangway was " guaranteed" to be
"slip proof."

Gangway Gratings Ltd. sued Chief Chuckie. Cheez for
negligence for improperly using Plymouth Rock' as a
disembarking place since it was moss encrusted aAd was
lherefore a dangerous mooring facility.
After a long and very vocal trial, Judge N . Jury ruled and
his verdict is one of the answers listed below .
So, to add a little enjoyment to the story and in

"thanksgiving" of the verdict, if you send in an answer
by November 29,and it matches the Judge's, we'll send
you a

cou~

worth $25 off a Josephson/Kluwer Bar

Review Course or Josephson/Kluwer Workshop .
.J.=:-

MAil TO YOU R N EAREST JOSEPHSON/KLUWER 9FFICE
~

.. ,'

lmlE KNOWN TORTS # 1

oNamei' _ _ _ __ --=-----_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:.. .:.;c-=-_

Address _ _ _ _' __
' _.-:....
' _~ _ _ _ _ _ _

C ity _-::---'-'--.:......:..-=-=-_ _ _ _.-...!~r_..
_
__=__'__~
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'Zip _ _ _ _ _ _..::....:.._
Low SChool _ _ _ _ _--.::......_---,--_-'--.:..:.....::'---....:...._
Please enclose on application for,
Bar Rel/iew Course- State _ _

o
o Multistote Workshop

_

_ _ __ _ __

Rules, Answer must be poslmarked no Ioler than November 29, 1985 . The $25 .00
coupons will be moiled to the student upon receipt of correct answer. 525.00 coupons
issued a re yond through Ja nuoty 31 . 1986. S25.00coupons w;n be honored I ADDI·
TlON TO THE FAU DISCOUNT only
e nroll in the Sor Review C"""" prior to
December I S, 1985 and coupon MUST be ahoched 10 the Enrollmenl Ag reement. From
December 16 , 1985
Jonuoty 31 , 1986 coupons will be honorell a t FACE VALUE
O NLY. In a ll cases. the coupon is a discount from the course price a nd NOT a deduction from required book deposits/down payments. Coupons ore non·transferoble . No
cosh redempfion,
One coupon per srvdent fOf use on Bor Review 0( M ultisto le Woruhop.

a you

'a
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lOS ANGElES OfF ICE
rolOI W , l eHerson Blvd . .
Culver City, CA 90232
1213) 558-3100
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
129 Hyde Stree t
Son FronciscQ, CA 94 102
14151 7763202
MICHIGAN OFFICE
,NonhlQnd Towe" Wes'
#50 1
15565 Northland Onv.
Southfield, MI 48075
13 13) 559·7606
NEW YORK OFFICE
10 Eest 21st Streel
Sui'es 1206· 7
Ne w York, NY 100 10
121 21 505-2060
BOSTON OHICE
677 Beacon SI. #201
SoSfon, MA 022 15
1617) 267-5452
MINNESOTA OFFICE
182 1 U"ver>ity Ave. 5- 137
SI. Paul, MN 5510 '
1612) 644-6070

.

,· Oh, and that's in addition
$ 75. NJ
125. PA
to th~ current fall discount of
Answers (check one)

o

12S. NY

Private Peter Pilgrim was held liable because he was
clumsy.

S Chief Chuckie Cheez was held liable because he
knowingly placed the dinner table too close to the
"slippery" rOCk.

o All parties were held to be partially at fault and ordered
to sit down at a dinner table and to "give thanks" that
no serious damage was done and to celebrate the
momentous occasion at least once a year.
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are prime targets--particularly of the landlords who want to evict them. They often
have no family or money with which to
by Judith Kahn
protect themselves. Yet, they want to fight
the clinic's clients are targets of unlawful court proceedings, and acquire excellent back . "Their (the clients') detennination
od forgive me," she whispers--the evictions, cutbacks in their benefits, or of writing skins. Students follow through and hardships serve to make us more agvoice is pained and tired-"but an bill co\1ectors, government representa- cases from the initial interview of c1 ients gressive and creative with our cases," said
old person without mon y is pathetic." tives and landlords who have no patience to final resolution of the legal problem . Berman . It is because justice cries out,
Her words are those of the aging and im- for the elderly and no interest in their wel- Mark Biennan, an attorney who began that our lawyers have a lot of will to sucpoverished people living in New York fare .
working at the clinic as a student intern, ceed and creative energy . We are conCity. Many are like this woman: OppresIn providing legal services to the aging encourages students to take advantage of fronted with hard cases, but our adversed, made victims of our society. Oppres- poor, one of the five supervising staff at- the program. "The clinic gave me the op- saries know they've got a. good fight on
sed because they are weak or infirmed, torneys states, "At the clinic's Senior titi- portunity to participate fully in the practi- their hands ...
vi~tims because they have not the power zen Law Office we are just practicing cal legal process, to understand and apThe program enjoys the reputation as
to resist.
law ... Social problems are so inextricably preciate the real world of el!ierly, poor one of the best clinical programs at BrookThousands of old· people are barely sub- linked with legal problems that, in most people, and the difficulty of growing old Iyn Law School. This reputation is resisting in this city. Living in small, one- cases, there are "no simple legal issues." in this city and having to deal with the fleeted in the fact that the clinic recently
room ~~s, which some have held>.J
_
. .: ceived an 'Elderlaw" granl'- from the
~...- : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . , : :.;;. ;......,t'te~g~1 Services Corporation, an agency set
for 40 ~l tJiey are suddenly threatened
with being out into the streets , or becomup by the federal government. The money
ing institutionalized. Or they are denied
The Senior Citizen Law Office
was given to the clinic to establish a specSocial. Security benefits-their sole source .
Helps the Elderly Fight Back
ial unit to serve the frail, homebound and
of income. Often they have no, family or
institutionalized elderly in Manhattan .
friends to whom they can tum for help.
"The grant will enable us to establish
Today, Brooklyn Law School's Elderly
the offices of the frail unit at the school
Law Clinic gives them a place to tum.
Thus, in an effort to provide legal aid, system. It.helped me appreciate how little at One Boerum Place and will enable us
The BLS Elderly Law Clinic, which members of the office have made an at- help and assistance there are for the poor to hire an additional attorney, who can
operates the Senior Citizen La~ Office, tempt to understand the social and in New York City.
supervise additional law students. and pro"In the program," he continues "stu- vide much needed assistance to the staff
was begun by Brooklyn ' Law School in psychological 'ptobiems of their clients.
1977 in an effort to provide practical ex- To do so , the clinic has recently joined dent interns are integrated with the law and students in handling social ~ork-re
perience to students while helping Man- forces with the Brook9ale Center for the office: These are their cases. Students par- lated issues," said Professor Marc Finhattan's elderIY .poor. With four outreach Aging . The Brookdale Center will be pro- ticipate fully in negotiations, proceedings kelstein, the Director and Managing Attorsites located at senior citizen centers in viding a social work supervisor and social and pleadings. They follow cases from ney of the program . The main office of
Manhattan, the clinic extends legal ser- work students from Hunter College give start to finish and, as opposed to many of the program, Finkelstein pointed ou~, will
vices to all the elderly who are in need . the necessary, extralegal support services. the larger finns, here they are not given continue to operate out of its present locaWho qualifies for the services of the At the various outreach centers, the staff fragments. You get first-hand experience tion at 299 Broadway, so as to be accesElderly Law Clinic? Anyone who is over lawyers, and the law and social work stu- with civil practice and learn how to start sible to the clients, courts and administra60, a resident of Manhattan , and who has dent , will meet together with clients to thinking like a lawyer. My year here as tlve agencies, all of which are located in
a civil legal problem that is not fee generat- help alleviate the mental, physical and an intern made me , in essence, an ' Attor- Manhattan.
ing . Many of those seeking help are hand- psychological anguish that accompanies ney-in-Training . ' "
The clinic requires a two-semester comicapped or institutionalized, physically in- the legal hardships .
Attorneys at the Senior Citizen Law Of- mittment, during which time students reThe clinic provides a great opportunity fice are dedicated to their clients. For this ceive a total of six credits . Applications
capacitated or suffering from mental and
emotional problems . Others usually have for hands on experience. Student intern reason , they average an approximate 98% are accepted for both semesters as well as
problems communicating. Commonly, participate in administrative hearings and success rate . They realize that the elderly the summer session . •

Clinic Respects Our Elders
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Criminal Law:

Woman's Home
Becomes Prison
by Judie Steinhardt
n September 23, 1985 , Judge Jack B.
Weinstein of the Federal District
Court in Brooklyn, sentellced a woman convicted of insurance fraud to confinement
in her home for two years, a novel alternative to a prison term . The defendant,
Maureen Murphy, a 35-year old legal ecretary , had been convicted of four counts
of racketeering and con piracy in defrauding ill urance companies , a well as
obstruction of ju tice in instructing ome
witnesses to the case to commit pe.rjury .
If given the maximum sentence, Miss
Murphy could have received a 50-year
prison term and a $56,000 fine. Given the
defendant's background as a hatd worker
from a good family, howeveT. Judge
ChW J", of the Eastern
Weinstein decided this harsh ~tence
WQUId serve ItO purpose in rehabilitating ' . .
.:
,
Miss Murphy. The exact sentence Judge flCers wiJt be chec'king lip on her through
Wtinsti"tn decided on was a 5-y~ prob~ caM~c Md visits. If tk deation, two of those years speM undef (~fails to comply' with tt.ese MeS,
"house arre"," and a $5,000 fine, SO be she wilt have to ~e the re t of her term
paid over the five years . The Federal Pro- in prison .
In the sentencing memorandum of the
bation Parole Office is to provide for psychiatric care for Miss Murphy, and is to case , U.S . v. Teitler , dated September 23,
work out the details of her confinement at 1985 , Judge Weinstein stated that the
home.
world outside the prison wall affords more
Judge Weinstein has provided some of of an opportunity for rehabilitation than
the general requirements of Miss Mur- does an ordinary prison entence. He
phy's sentence: during the two years, she wrote, "Rehabilitation in general takes
may only leave her house to go to work, place more effectively outside prison
go food-shopping , go to the doctor, or go wall s. Federal probation officers in this
to church . There will be no guard placed Di trict have the resources and skill to
at Miss Murphy ' s home , but probation of- exercise strict control , upply traiing and

O

...oom

Kimelman, who plans an appeal of the
sentence on the grounds that Judge Wein tein lacked authority to give such a punishment. Although Mr. Kimelman does acknowledge the merits of the idea. he
claims it i • not fair for his client to be
used as an experiement. Kimelman says
she should have been granted 5-year probation without "house arrest. ..
From a public policy point of view,
however , the advantages may outweight
the disadvantages . James F.X. Haran , the
chief Federal probation officer for the
Eastem District of New York, a main
proponent of the "house arrest" sentence.
believes there are great social and
economc advantages to such entencing
that can never be achieved in jail. First.
he believes such sentencing will leave the
defendant's life intact, unlike a prison
term . Second. it cost the government
about $27.000 les per year to entence a
pe'rson to his or her home rather than jail.
a Mr. Haran stated in the New York Times
on September 24, 1985.
The "house arrest'· of Miss Murphy is
indicative of a trend in alternative sentencing that has been initiated throughout New
. York state. Governor Cuomo has been
District. Jack Weinlteia.
working on different programs to encourage 5e11tencing that does not inch~ imhelpwilbjobs.~uttingthepersonofffron1 pri!iOllfAent. Some of the altematives
family, friends and jobs during this pI& be",C IeMed are cocmnu.nity-5erviCe sences, is counterproductive."
teft(; '
and employment and c~lin@
In the same document, Judge Weinstein le1'Vices for youllger criminal as well 1$
recognized the objections of the govern- a new anroach called "client pecific"
ment to his lenient sentencing in this case. sentencing.
Although the government took no official
The idea of substituting confinement to
position on "house arrests" in general, it the home for a prison term is till very
stated in the sentencing memorandum that much in the experimental stage . If it were
a maximum sentence would have been ap- to be used on a regular basis , it would
propriate for Miss Murpby because of the require legislation. as Judge Weinstein ad"flagrantly corrupt nature ofthe enterprise mits . This may be difficult as a .• get-tough
for which this defendant worked for so on crime" approach has renewed favor in
many years."
Albany , where the legislature i likely to
Another opponent to the entence is pass a fixed, determinant sentencing staMi s Murphy 's defense attorney, Steven tute this year. •
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Avenue J and
the 1st Amendment

Boating To Work
Creative Mass Transit in NYC
By Jonathan Hudis
nyone who regularly travel by
subway from downtown Brooklyn
to downtown Manhattan is acutely
aware how frustrating it can be to
spend 0 much time to travel 0 short
a di tance. Many a Brooklyn Law
School student has been known to
utter, "if only there were a boat. .. "
Well. there i a boat. The City of New
York has instituted a pilot program
providing ferry service on the Ea t
River between Fulton Ferry Landing,
Brooklyn , and Pier 17, Manhattan .
Thi program revived an old tradition ,
for it had been a means of transportation to and from Manhattan since the
early 1800's .
With the advent of New York
City' ill-famed subway sy tem, the
ferry boat came into di u e. Until recently, it was only u ed to ship cargo
and take passengers on private excursions . The current revival of mas
tran it ferry service is due in large
measure to the efforts of the City's
Department of Ports and Terminal .
The e efforts have been appreciated
by Brooklyn commuters who are tired
of the overcrowded and often-delayed
subways.

A

will come from other services the
ferry company will provide," said
Ports and Terminals project manager
Eva Hanhardt. " The City i not looking to sub idize this program."
Unfortunately, the recent pilot
program wa cut short. Apparently ,
the ferry boat " Andrew Fletcher" ran
into a piece of large debris in the East
River during Hurricane Gloria. Its
owner, the Seaport Line, believed that
it could be fixed in a mailer of weeks .
Complications arose, and service fo r
the remainder of the year ha been
terminated .
Ports and Terminal aw thi catastrophe as a valuable lesson. "If we
are going to have a smooth-running
ferry system, back-up ervice is very
important." Thi s back-up service is
more than important, it is crucial. If
commuters are to rely on ferry transportation when it is in full-swing next
year, constant, uninterrupted service
must be the City' primary consideration when it chooses which concern
to run this ervice.
The City would like to see full commuter and weekend ferry service on

The View From Here: The path the Ferry cuts from
Brooklyn to Manhattan.
The pilot program, which tarted
th i past spring, was operated by a
private concern, " The Seaport
Line, " which ran one ferry every fifteen minute during ru Ii hour and
every half hour on the weekends .
A one might expect , the ferry ride
quickly became a popular alternative
to the jam-packed, annoying ubways . About six thou and commuter
took the one dollar ride each week .
The operator of the ferry, according
to Seaport Line poke per on Sandy
Weiner, maintain that , despite the
program' popularity , "without goverment sub idy or an alternate means
of income the service doe not seem
economically viable." They ay that
co t of maintenance and fuel did not
allow the company to break even .
While the company i obviously pu hing for a City ubsidy , the City appear rather unwilling to take over the
funding . " Hopefully, funds to make
thi program economically profitable

'I " I.
~
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a permanent basis, accompanied by
historic re toration and maritime use
of the fire boat house at Pier 17 . Thu
far, they have received seven bid
from the private sector offering a wide
variety of service. Proposals for
pas enger service range from commuter and weekend ervice , to water taxi
and chartered evening excursion .
Sugge tions for u e of the fire boat
house range from maritime in truction to banquet facilities and public
exhibitions. The City ha yet to
examine these bids. According to
Dara A ken of the Port and Terminal s Office of Public Affair, "after
accepting the be t of these bid , a
more permanent program will be running, hopefully by next pring."
A New Yorker redi cover our
many waterway ,port and harbor ,
taking a plea ant, uncrowded and
breezy trip acro the River may soon
prove to be a healthy alternative to
the subway experience. _
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Camera surveillance on Joralemon Street

Freedom of Religion v. Privacy
by Jim Tenney
WO basic principles square off in Midwood,
Brooklyn. Walking down Avenue J at East
15th Strcet, constitutional issues don't seem
pressing. One of Brooklyn' s busiest growing
commercial strips, Avenue J suffers from the
affects of success: traffic congestion, litter,
heavy pede. trian traffic, double parking, etc.
However, a major connict is brewing coneerning a proposal to have video amera tape the
activitie of pa s~e rs-by .
The Council of Jewish Organizations of Flatbush (COJO) has asked the Federation of
Jewish Phil anthropies to fund a security program operating from COJO's office on Aveunue
J. A main component of thi ~ program i ~ the
installation of two video call1era~ on Avenue
J to be monitored by volunteer~ 10 both the
day and evening hours . The purpose of the
program is to thwart crime through surveillance. Volunteers would report pas ible criminal acti ity to 911 for a Police respon e.
Central to this security plan i~ the positioning
of the cllT11eras . One camera, on East 15th
Street and Avenue J will observe the front of
;t 'mikva, or ritual bath, e~tablished decades
ago. u ed by Orthodox women for religiou
purposes. The front of thi s building has been
covered repeatedly with graffiti. While usually
not of an Anti-Semetic nature, the graffiti has
been a source of frustration to the community
in general and the eOrigregants in particular.
In addition, patron are often confronted with
un 'avory types loitering on the front step .
While few violent incidents have occurred,
congregants feel extremely uncomfortable and
often uffer verbal harrassment as they attempt
to exit or enter the mikva .
The other camera will be mounted on
Yeshiva of Flatbush , a major private high
chool, which also has an evening prayer ses-

T

.ion , at East 16th treet and Avenue J. There
have been several incidents of va ndalism at the
. choo!. and teenage groups often loiter on the
East 16th treet side of the building adjacent
to the Midwood branch of the Brooklyn Public
Library . This camera will pan these areas as
well as the front of the A venue J subway station .
It is ckar that the prime purpo e of these
camera i to provide urvcillance for these
religious insti tutions. The cameras will also
monitor A venue J on both sides of the A venue
J subway station as a deterrent to street crime ,
vandalism, loi tering. etc.
Thi s pl an was presented to the Executive
Board of the Midwood Civic Action Council.
Ine. MCAC is a volunteer group of concerned
citi7ens that has created a network of bl oc"
associati ons. courtwatchers, ear patrols and
other ant i-crime programs for the paM eight
year,.
At pres~time , no decision has been reached
by Federation in funding this project. COJO
feeb mongly that this program will improve
ecurity at the~e religious facilities. COJO sa)-s
the y have every right to " keep an eye" on
their facilities . Those opposing the video taping
of street ac tivities have shown wholehearted
approval of Mr. Berger's argumen ts.
Many important poliey, que tions come to
light here . Doe the freedom to practice religion
outweigh the rights of citizens not to be photographed without permi ion? Does the fact th at
a private group is funding this proposal alter
the senario? The e thorny is ues will have to
be resolved before the security project receives
funding ; Midwood, Brooklyn appear to be on
its way toward its very own first amendment
balancing te t. •
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Getting Through the First Year
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What If ... There were no Hypos?
by Bob Roth
erhaps the biggest nightmare for teachers of first year students and greatest
embarrassment for the first year students themselves i that quintessential
mind boggier, the improperly posed " What if?" question.
Granted all of us as students have questions on the many issues and principles
di scussed in our clas es, but there always seems to be that individual who, fact
patterns to the wind, steers the class into a digression closely resembling the
Bernard Meltzer radio show.
" What if he really didn 't mean it? What if the defendant was the plaintiff' s
third cousin twice removed? Could he sue? I read something somewhere in some
article about thi s, What do you think? What if. .. ?, What if. .. ?" The li st
goes on.
As soon as these gems are launched from the lips of the speaker, professors
instinctively reach for their foreheads, or that additional cigarette., and a collective
groan can be heard echoing about the classroom . The old adage that there is no
such thing a. a stupid question is sorely tested at times like these.
There can be no doubt that there is a definite value to posin g hypothetical
situations for classroom di scuss ion, but more often than not , the question serves
to cloud the point of law that the person is actually trying to have clarified. A
much better method for the individual student, as well as for the benefit of the
other students, would be asking a direct question as to the rule of law, rather
than attempting to illustrate the point in terms of an amorphou Iy stated " What
if". Once the i. sue i identified, the hypothetical could be easi ly con tructed by
the professor for illustration purposes.
The abundance of student generated " Wh at if" scenarios often reminds me
of a erie. of Saturday Night Live ski ts appropriately entitled " What if. .. ?",
whereby question s such as " What if Napoleon had a B-52?" or " What if Eleanor
Roosevelt could fl y?" or " What ifSpartacus had a Piper Cub?" were entertained.
Although the situations of which [ write are in no way as outrageous as these,
they do have their humorous aspects. The point is that there comes a time when
hypotheticals become more destructive than constructive.
As the semester progresses, we will undoubtedly further develop our ability
to identify the issues and apply the law . In the meantime we are .all entitled to
haveourque tion s clarified , but let' s just try to keep a lid on the " What ifs " . •
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The View From 2 Pierrepont:

BLS "Dorm" Gets Rave Reviews
by Susan Odessky
" G reat!" is how Bill Miller, a first year
student, describes the first month in his
studio apartment at Two Pierrepont Street ,
the t 2- tory, 40-unit building purcha ed
by Brooklyn Law School in January for
$2 .2 million . Miller was offered the apartment as part of the law school's Merit
Scholarship program . Having previously
lived in Manhattan, he enjoys the quiet
nature of the neighborhood and the building itself. He describes the building as
"so solid it's hard to hang a picture on
the wall. " I never hear the noise of other
apartments. "
Jill Gin berg , a second year student who
received the apartment through a lottery
program established by BLS , said that she
had looked all over Brooklyn Heights for
an apartment. During her first year at BLS
he lived on the other side of the sc hool
and ' ' hated it." Getting a tudio apartment
at Two Pierrepont Street really saved her
a lot of trouble . She feel more ecure in
the area and appreciates the 5 to 10 minute
walk to chool. Ms . Ginsberg also pointed
out how pleasant it i. to live right on the
promenade .
According to Roger Brennan . who manages the building for BLS. there are now
seven students in the building (two married couple and five . ingles), two taff
members and one faculty member. More
apartments are becoming available, but
the proce. i. very low due to the chool' .
non-eviction policy. Miller and Ginsberg
both fee l very positive about BL as a
landlord. Miller likes the fact that the
school tated making improvements (they
in tailed a new boiler) to the building a
soon as they Dought it. He contra ted BLS
with other landlords who mi ght let a build ing run down in an effort to force older
tenants out.
Some of the improvement at Two Pierrepont Street involve scaffolding which
blocks the view from many apartments.

However, Ginsburg say such an inconvenience is minimal compared to the be·
nefits of the work being done . Her apartment has new carpeting , a new refrigerator
and stove, as well as a renovated bathroom . New appliances have also been put
in ome of the apartments . As far as getting work done in the apartment , Miller
claimed that the building's superintendent
is "the be t super I've ever dealt with ."
In addition to the excellent condition of
the apartments , Ms. Gin sberg mentioned
that she like having friends in the building
and she appreciates the congenial atmosphere.
Student who would like to live at Two
Pierrepont Street may add their names to
the waiting list by contacting Dean
Trager's office. The occupant or occupants for the next available apartment are
chosen at random from the tudents currently on thi li st. According to Dean
Trager's dfice, student are eligible for
tudio , as well a. one and two-bedroom
apartment
However. the majori ty of
apartments are tudio which ren t fo r $500
a month . The payment of rent is handled
through the Bursar' Office.
The housing needs of visiting faculty,
other faculty and BLS taff are considered
along with the need of tudent when filling vacancies in the building . BLS has
recently been able to ffer one vi iting
faculty member an apartment in the building . With hou ing being a per. i tent problem in the area. the apartment may have
been an added incentive for uch a faculty
member.
Although all tenants who rent apartments through BLS are eligible to remain
in the building only a long as they are
affiliated with the chool, the attraction of
living on Pierrepont Street , directly across
from ew York Harbor, should make Two
Pierrepont Street a great incentive for attracting future students and faculty on a
nationwide ba i to Brooklyn Law School.

How To
Ace Legal Writing
by Darla Chadduli Stuckey
emember your first memorandum assignment? You didn't know where to
R
begin , but you took the library tour hoping to understand . Everything was
fine until you got to the decinneal digest. was then that you realized you were
It

lost.
With a slight throb in your stomach , you wander to the far right comer, first
floor , and find an index to Am Jur with de criptive words. Finding the right
descriptive word is another problem . You grab volume U for "Unauthorized
use" and subheading "of a photograph ." Why isn ' t it there? You try E for
" Endorsements" and subheading "of a product. " No luck either. Perhaps B
for " Baseball players." Finally you watch as someone pulls P and turn to
" Privacy." You are on your way!
You get the right volume and search for your section. Oh no! The section
numbers don't match at all. You run to the librarian who sweetly explains to
your that the volume is newer than the index . Use instead the index at the back
of the individual volume. Great , one more start. (You've only been here 2 hours
so far.)
Your urvive the rest of the day by hanging arou nd the other 25 classmate
and nodding when someone says. " Want a copy?" Three hours later, and 50
trips from the basement to the 2nd floor , you realize that it took you only three
hours to learn what others understood in fiftreen minutes . Congratulations! You
wonder if thi s is how a first year associate feel s.
ow all you have to do is write the memo . First the relevant facts, then the
question , short conclusion and di cussion . The whole time you keep hearing in
the back of your head: " Too wordy." " Don' t speculate ," "More analysis,"
" Cite form, " and " Unnecessary . " You write every sentence hoping it won't
bleed to death under the professor's pen . After 8 hours of ·writing your Blue
Book looks 10 years old, but you're finished . And next time it will be much
ea ier because you've now got a li st of do ' and don't's .
1. Copy everything you can find that eems remotely relevant. (Make
sure you save 90 cents .)
2, Never Shephardize- just fi nd the one person who has, and offer to
pay their copying expenses. Remember that next year you'll use the computer anyway .
3. If you find a good case, reshelve the volume in the next row , preferably with the same color volumes 'just to make sure it will be there .
4. Don ' t forget where you put it!
S. To save time, don't read the case, just the headnotes.
6. Never reshelve your books (unless #3 applies) ; your classmates are
coming right back.
7. Say a prayer of thanks when you find an applicable statute . You
know you don ' t have to look any farther.
8. If you really want to have some fun. remove all pocket parts. You
can sell them to the highest bidder and finance your second year.
9. Stand near the copy room whenever you're stuck , and listen.
to. Remember: Courts can't feel. even though judicial opinions frequently say so .
11. As soon as you type your final draft, keep it in the typewriter so
you can replace "clearly" with" it is clear that. .. .,
llA. Never say "clearly".
12. Make up new facts ONLY if they can help your argument.
13. Take a stand. But if you're not sure, equivocate so you don't look
fooli sh if you're wrong.
14. Sleep with the Blue Book under your pillow the night before you
type the memo to get proper cite form into your head . •

The view
From two
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Interpreting the Constitution:
Meese Calls for Restraint
Continued from page I

took direct shots at Meese's statements. "The genius l'lf the ~onstitution ,"
he said, "rests not in any static meaning it might have had in the world that
is dead and gone, but in the adaptability of its great principles to cope with
current problems and current needs. "
Since bloody constitutional battle concerning the role of the courts will
persist for the remainder of the Reagan presidency, The Justinian obtained
special permission to publish excerpts from the two speeches that started it
all. We invite your reactions .

Attorney General Meese"s
Address to the American
Bar Association
... The intended role of the judiciary generally and the Supreme Court in particular was
to serve a the "bulwarks of a limited constitution . " The judges, the Founders believed,
would not fail to regard the Constitution as
"fundamental law " and would "regulate their
decisions" by it. As the "faithful guard ians
of the Constitution, " the judges were expected
to resi t any political effort to depart from the
literal provisions of the Constitution . The text
of the document and the original intention of
those who framed it would be the judicial standard in giving effect to the Constitution .
You will recall that Alexander Hamilton,
defending the federal courts to be created by
the new Constitution, remarked that the want
of a judicial power under the Articles of Confederation had been the crowning defect of that
first effort at a national constitution . For the
consummate lawyer, Hamilton pointed ou t that

" laws are a dead letter without 'courts to expound and define their true meaning . "
The Anti-Federalist Brutus took him to task
in the New York press for what the critics of
the Constitution considered his naivete. That
prompted Hamilton to write his classic defense
of judicial power in The Federalist, No. 78 .
An independent judiciary under the Constitution, he said, would prove to be the
"citadel of public justice and the public security." Court were " peculiarly es ential in a
limited constitution." Without them, there
would be no security against "the encroachment and oppressions of the representative
body, " no protection against "unjust and partial " laws .
Hamilton , like his colleague Madison, knew
that all political power is " of an encroaching
nature . " In order to keep the powers created
by the Constitution within the boundaries
marked out by the Con titution , an independent- but constitutionally bound- judiciary
was essential . The purpose of the Constitution,
after all , was the creation of limited but also
energetic government , institutions with the
power to govern , but also with structures to
keep the power in check . As Madison put it,
the Con titution enabled the government to
control the governed , but also obliged it to
control itsel f.
But even beyond the institutional role , the
Court serves the American republic in yet
another, more subtle way. The problem of any
popular government, of course , is seeing to it
th at the peoplc obey the laws. There are but
two ways : either by physical force or by moral
force . In . many ways the Court remains the
primary moral force in American politics.
By fulfilling its proper function, the Supreme Court contributes both to institutional
chec ks and balances and to the moral undergirding of the entire constitutional edifice . For
the Supreme Court is the only national institution that daily grapples with the most fundamental political questions--and defends them
with written expositions . othing less would
serve to perpetuate the sanctity of the rule of
law so effectively .

But that is not to suggest that the justices
are a body of Platonic guardians . Far from it.
The Court is what it was understood to be when
the Constitution was framed-a political body .
The judicial process is, at its most fundamental
level, a political process . While not a partisan
po litical process, it is political in the truest
se nse of the word . It is a process wherein public
deliberations occur over what constitutes the
common good under the terms of a written
constituti on .
As has been generally ,rue in recent years ,
the 1984 term did not yield a coherent set of
decisions. Rather, it seemed to produce what
one commentator has called a "jurisprudence
of idiosyncracy." Taken as a whole , the work
of the term defies analysis by any stri ct standard . It is neither simply liberal nor simply
conservative; neither simply activist nor simply
restrained; neither simpl y principled nor simpl y

I pledge to you our commitment to fight terrorism here and abroad . For as long as the
innocent are fair prey for the barbarians of this
world, civilization is not safe.
We will pursue our agenda within the context
of our written Constitution of limited yet
ene rgetic powers . Our guide in every case will
be the sancti ty of the rule of law and the proper
limits of governmental power.
It is our belief that only' 'the sense in which
the Constitution was accepted and ratified by
the nation ," and only the sense in which laws
were drafted and passed provide a solid foundati on for adj udication. Any other standard suffers the defect of pouring new meaning into
old words. thu creating new powers and new
rights totally at odds with the logic of our Constitution and its commitment to the rule of law .

re st. But to have argued, as is popular today ,
that the amendment demands a strict neutrality
between religion and irreligion would have
struck the founding generation as bizarre. The
purpose was to prohibit religious tyranny , not
to undermine religion generally .
In considering these areas of adjudicationFederali m , Criminal Law, and Re li gion-it
seems fair to conclude that far too many of the
Court's opinions were, on the whole, more
policy choices than artic ul ations of constitutional principle . The voting blocs , the argumcnts, a ll reveal a greater alleg iance to what
the Court thinks constitutes sound public policy
than a deference to what the Constitution-its
text and intention-may demand.
It is also safe to say that until there emerges
a coheren t j uri prudential stan ce, the work of
the Court will continue in thi s ad hoc fashion.
But that is not to arg ue for any jurisprudence.
In my opinion a drift back toward the radical
egalitarianism and expensive civi l libertarianism of the Warren Court would once
again be a threat to the notion of limited but
energetic government.
What, then, shou ld a constitutiona l jurisprudence actually be? It should be a Juri sprudence
of Original Intent ion. By seeking to j udge
policies in light of principles, rather than remold principles in light of policies , the Court
could avoid both the charge of incoherence and
the charge of bcing either too conservative or
too liberal.
A jurisprudencc seriously aimed at the explication of origi nal intention would produce
defensible principles of government th at would
not be tainted by ideological predilection.
This belief in a Jurisprudence of Original
Intention also reflect a deeply rooted commitment to the idea of democracy. The Constitution represents the consent of the governed to
the tructures and poers of the government.
The Constitution is the fundame ntal will of the
people ; that is why it is the fundamental law .
To allow the courts to govern simply by what
it views at the time as fair and decent, is a
scheme of government no longer popular; the
idea of democracy has suffered . The permanence of the Constitution has been weakened .
A Constitution that is viewed as on ly what the
judges say it is. is no longer a constitution in
the true sense .
Those who framed the Constitution cho e
their words carefully ; they debated at great
lengths the most minute points . The language
they chose meant something . It is incumbent
upon the Court to determine what that meaning
was . •

The Bill of Ri gh ts came abou t largely as the
result of the demands of the criti cs of the new
Constitution , the unfortunately misnamed
Anti-Federalists. They feared, as George
Mason of Virginia put it , that in time the national authori ty would "devour" the states.
Since each state had a bill of ri g hts, it was
only appropri ate that so powerful a national
government as th at created by the Constitution
have one as we ll. Though Hami lton insisted a
partisan. The Court this term continued to roam Bill of Right s was not necessary and even deat large in a versatile constitutional forest. structive, and Madison (at lea t at first) thought
a Bill of Rights to be but a " parchment barrier"
Most probably, this term will be best remem- to political power, the Federalists agreed to
bered for the decisions concerning the Estab- add a Bill of Rights.
lishment Clause of the First Amendment.
In trying to make sense of the religion
Though the first ten amendments that were
cases- from whichever side- it is important ultimately ratified fell far short of what the
to remember how this body of tangled caselaw Anti-Federalists desired , both Federalists and
came about. Most Americans forget that it was Anti-Federalists agreed that the amendments
not until 1925 , in Gitlow v . New York, that were a curb on national power.
any provision of the Bill of Rights was applied
When this view wa questioned before the
to the states . Nor was it until 1947 that the Supreme Court in Barron v. Baltimore ( 1833) ,
Establishment Clause was made applicable to Chief Justice Marshall wholeheartedly agreed .
the states through the 14th Amendment. This The Constitution said what it meant and meant
is striking because thc Bill of Rights , as de- what it said . Neither political expediency nor
bated, created and ratified was designed to judicial de ire was sufficient to change the clear
apply only to the national government.
import of the language of the Constitution. The
A Jurisprudence of Original Intention would Bill of Right did not apply to the states- and,
take eriously the admonition of Justice Story's he aid. that was that.
friend and colleague , John Mar hall, in MarUntil 1925, that is .
bury, that the Constitution is a limitation on
Since then a good portion of constitutional
judicial 'power as well as executive and legis- adj udication has been aimed at extending the
lative . That is what Chief Justice Marshall scope of the doctrine of incorporation . But the
meant in McCulloch when he cautioned judges most that can be dqne is to expand the scope;
never to forget it is a co;stitution they are nothing can be done to shore up the intellectuexpounding .
ally shaky foundation upon which the doctrine
It has been and will continue to be the policy rests . And nowhere else has the principle of
of this administration to press for a Jurispru- federalism been dealt so politically violent and
dence of Original Intention . In the cases we constitutionally u pect a blow as by the theory ~;;;.;..;~--------------,
file and those we join as amicus, we will en- of incorporation .
In thinking particularly of the u e to which
deavor to re urrect the original meaning of constitutional provision and statutes a the only the First Amendment has been put in the area
of religion, one finds much merit in Justice
reliable guide for judgment.
Within this context , let me reaffirm our com- Rehnquist' recent dissent in Jaffree. "It i
mitment to pursuing the policies mo t neces- impossible ," Justice Rehnquist argued, "to
sary to public justice. We will continue our build sound constitutional doctrine upon a misvigorous enforcement of civil rights law; we taken under tanding of constitutional history . "
will not rest till unlawful discrimination ceases . His conclusion was bluntly to the point: " If a
constitutional theory has no basis in the history
We will continue our all out war on drugsboth supply and demand; both national and of the amendment it seeks to interpret , it is
international in scope . We intend to bolster difficult to apply and yields unprincipled republic safety by a persistent war on crime. We sults . ,.
The point, of course, is that the Establishwill endeavor to tem the growing tide of pornography and its attendant costs, sexual and ment Clause of First Amendment was designed
child abuse . We will be battling the heretofore to prohibit Congress from establishing a nalargely ignored legal cancer of white collar tional church . The belief was that the Constitucrime; and its cousin, defen e procurement tion should not allow Congress to designate a
fraud . And finally , as we still reel as a people , particular faith or sect as politically above the L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...
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historial practices . Each generation has the ment act with integrity and consistency in
choice to overrule or add to the fundamen- its dealings with these citizens. To put thi s
tal principles enu nciated by the Framers; another way, the possibilities for coli ision
the Constitution can be amended or it can between government activity and indibe ignored. Yet with respect to its funda- vidual rights will increase as the power
mental principles , the text has s u ffered and authority of government itself exneither fate . Thus, if I may borrow the pands , and this growth, in turn, heightens
words of a n esteemed predecessor,Justice the need for constant vigilance at the colRobert Jackson , the burden of judicial in- lision points. If our free society is to en- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - terpretation is to translate " the majestic dure, those who govern mus t recognize
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_
i v_e_r:_s_it.=..y_ generalities of the Bill of Rights , con- human dignity and accept the enforcement
ceived as part of the pattern of liberal gov- of constituti onal limitations o n their power
cation debates provide sparse or ambigu- ernment in the eighteenth century, into conceived by the Framers to be neesary
... It will perhaps not surprise you that ous evidence oftheorginal intention . Typ- concrete restraints on officials dealing to preserve that dignity and the air of freethe text I have chosen for exploration is
ically , all that can be gleaned is that the with the problems of the twentieth cen- dom which is our proudest heritage. Such
recognition will not come from a technical
the amended Constitution of the United
Framers themselves did not agree about tury. " ( Barnette, 319 U.S .·at 639).
States, which, of course, entrenches the the application or meaning of particular
We current Justices read the Constitu- understandin g of the organs of governBi ll of Rights and the Civil War amendconstitutional provi sions , and hid theirdif- tion in the only way that we can: as Twen- ment , o r the new forms of wealth they
ments , and draws sustenance from the
ferences in cloaks of generality. Indeed, tieth Century Americans. We lookto the admini ster. It requires something differbedrock principles of another great text ,
it is far from clear whose intention is relev- hi story of the time of framing and to the ent , omething deeper-a personal conthe Magna Carta . So fashioned, the Con - ant-that of the drafters, the congress ional interve nin g hi s tory of interpretation . But frontation with the well-springs of our sostitution embodies the aspiration to soc ial
di sputants , or the ratifiers in the s tates?- the ultima te question must be, what do ciety. Solutions of constituti onal questions
justice, brotherhood , and human dignity. or even whether the idea of an original the words o f the text mean in our time. from that perspective have become the
that brought thi s nation into being . The
intention is a coherent way of thinking For the geniu s of the Constitution rest great challenge of the modem era . All the
Declaration of Independence, the Con - about a join tly drafted document drawing not in any stati c meani ng it might have talk in the last half-decade about s hrinking
stitution and the Bill of Rights so lemnly
its authority from general assent of the had in a world that is dead and gone, but the government does not alter thi s reality
committed the United States to be a coun- states . And a part from the problematic na- in the adaptability of its great principles or the c hallenge it imposes. The modern
try where the di gnity and ri ghts of all per- ture of the sources, our distance of two to cope with current problem s and current ac ti vist state is a concom itant of the comsons were eq ual before all authority. In
centuries cannot but work as a prism re- needs. What the constitutional fundamen- plexity of modern society; it is inevitably
all candor we must concede that part of fracting a ll we pe rceive. One ca nnot help tal meant to the wisdom of other time with us. We must meet the challenge
thi s egalitariani . m in America h as been but peculate th at the chorus of lame nta- cannot be their measure to the v is ion of rather than wish it were not before u .
more pretension than reali zed fact. But we tions call ing for interpretation faithful to our time. Similarly. what those fundamenThe cha llenge is essential Iy. of cour e.
are an aspirin g people. a people with faith
"original intention " -and proposing nul - tals mean for us , ourdecendants will learn , one to the capac ity of our cons titu tiona l
in progress . Our ame nded Constitution is lification of interpretations th at fail thi s cannot be the mea ure to the vision of structure to fos ter and protect the freedom.
the lodestar for our aspirations. Like every quick litmus test-m ust inev ita bl y come their time ..
the dignity, a nd the rights of a ll persons
text worth read ing, it is not crystalline. from persons who have no familiarity with
Until the end of the nineteenth century, within ou r borders, which it is the great
The phras ing is broad and the limitation
freedom a nd di gnit y in our country found design of the Constituti on to sec ure . Durthe hi sto ri ca l record .
of its prov isions are not clearly marked .
Perhaps most importantl y, while prop- meaningful protection in the institution of ing the time of my public serv ice th is chalIts majestic generalities and enobling pro- onents of thi s facile hi storicism justifY ' it real pro perty . In a soc iety still la rge ly ag- lenge has la rgely taken hape within the
nouncements are both luminou s and as a de politici zation of the judiciary, the ricultural, a piece of land provided men confine of the interpretive que tion
obscure. Thi s ambiguity of course call s political underpinnings of such a c hoice not just with sustenance but with the whether the specific guaran tee s of the Bill
forth interpretation , the interaction of should not escape notice. A pos ition that
reader and text. The encounter with the uphold s con titutional claim s only if they
Constituti o nal text has been, in many were within the spec ifi c contemplation of
senses, m y life' s work .
the Framers in effect establi s hes a preWhen Ju sti ce interpret the Con- sumption of resolving textual a mbi guities
stitution they speak for their community , against the c la im of constitutional right.
not for themselves alone. The ac t of in- It is far fro m clear what justifies suc h a
terpretation must be undertaken with full
presumption against clai ms of ri g ht. No- mean of economic independence. a of Rights operate as restraints on the power
consciousne ss that it is. in a very real thing instrinsic in the nature of interpreta- necessary precondition of po litical inde- of State govemment . We recognize the
sense, the com munity's interpretati on that tion-if there is such a thing as the "na- pendence and expression. Not s urpri - Bill of Rights as the primary source of
is sought. Justices are not platonic guar- ture " of interpretation--commands such ingly, property relationships formed the express information as to w h at is mea nt
dians appointed to wield aut horit y accord- a pass ive approach to ambiguity. Thi s is heart of litigation and of legal practice. by constitutional liberty . The safeguards
ing to their personal moral prede li ct io ns. a choice no less political than any other: and lawyers and judges tended to think enshrined in it are deeply etched in the
Precisely because coercive force must at- it expresse. an tipath y to claims of the table property relationsips the highest aim foundation of America's freedoms . Each
tend any j udi c ia l decision to counte rmand minority to ri ghts against the majority . of the law .
is a protec tion with centuries of historY
But the day when common law prop- behind it. often dearly bought with th~
the will of a con temporary majority, the Those who would restrict claims of right
Ju sti ces must render con titutional in- to the values o f 1789 specifically articul;td erty relationships dominated litigation and blood a nd lives of people determined to
terpretat io ns that are received as legiti - in the Constitution 'turn a blind eye to so- legal practice a re pa t. To a growing extent prevent oppres ion by their rulers. The
mate . The source of leg itimacy is. of cial progress and eschew adaptati on of economic exi tence now depends on les first eigh t Amendment. however. \\ ere
course. a we ll spring of controversy in overarching priciples to changes of social certain relationships with government- added to the Constitution to operate oley
lega l and po litical circles. At the core of circumstance.
license. employment. contrac t , sub- again t federal power. It was not until the
the debate is what the late Yale Law
benefit,
tax Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendment
Unaba hed enshrinement of majority idie s.u nemployment
School professor Alexander Bickel wi ll wo uld permit the imposition of a 0- exemption ,welfare and the Iike. Govern- were added. in 1865and 1868. in response
labeled " the counter-majoritarian diffi- cial caste system or \\ holesa le confiscation ment participation in the economic exis- to a demand for national protection against
cult y." Our commitment to self-gover- of property so long as a majority of the tence of individuals is pervasive and deep . abu ·e. of tate power. that the Co ns titunance in a representative democracy must aut horized legislative body. fairly elected. Admini trative matters and other dealings tion could be interpreted to require applibe reconciled w ith vesting in electorally approved. Our Constitution could not wit h govern ment are at the epicenter ~f cation of the first eight amendments to the
unaccountable Justices the power to in- abide suc h a itu aton . It is the ve ry purpo e the explOding law. We turn to government tates.
validate the expressed desires o f represen- of a Constitution-and particularly of the and to the law for controls which would
in particular the fourteenth
It wa
tative bodies on the ground of incons is- Bill of Ri g hts -to declare certai n value never have been expectd or tolerated be- Amendment" guarantee th at no person be
tency with higher law . Because judicial tran cendent. beyond the reach of tempo- fore this century. when a man ' s a n wer depri ved oflife. liberty or property without
power res ides in the authority to give rary politi ca l majoritie . The majoritarian to economic oppression or difficulty was process of law that led u to apply many
meani ng to the Constitution, the debate is process ca nno t be expected to rectify to move two hundred miles west. Now of the pecific guarantee of the Bill of
really a debate about how to read the text. claims of minority right that arise as a hundred s of thousands of American li ve Right ss to the States.
If we are to be as a hining ci ty upon
about con traints on what is legitimate in- response to the outcomes of that very entire lives without any real pros pec t of
majorita rian process ..
terpretation .
the dignity and autonomy that owner hip a hill. it will be because of o ur cea ele
There are those who find legitimacy in
To remain faithful to the content of the of real property could confer. Protection pur uit of the constitutional ideal of human
fidelity to what they call " the intention
Constitution , therefore , an approach to in- of the human dignity of such citizen re- dignit y. For the political and legal ideals
of the Framers." In its most doctrinaire terpreting the text must account for the quire a much modified view of the proper that form the foundation of muc h tha t is
best in American institution - ideal s jealincarnation , thi s view demand that Jus- existence of these substantive value relation hip of individual and state .
tice disce m exactly what the Framers choice . and mu t accept the ambiguity
In general. problems of the re lation hip ou Iy pre erved and guarded throughout
thought about the question under con ider- inherent in the effort to apply them to mod- of the ci ti zen with govemment have mul- our hi tory- till form the vi ta l force in
ation and imply follow that intention in ern circum tances. The Framers di cerned tiplied and thu have engendered ome of creati ve political thought a nd ac tivit y
resolving the case before them . It is a view fundamental principles through struggles the most important constitutional iss ues of within the na tion today . A we adapt o ur
that feign s elf-effacing deference to the against particular malefaction of the the day. As government acts ever more institutions to the ever-changing condispecific judgments of those who forged Crown ; the truggle shapes the particular deeply upon those areas of our lives once tions of n ational and intemational life.
our original ocial compact. But in truth contours of the articulated principles. But marked ' ' private, " there is an even greater tho e ideals of human dignity-I i berty a nd
it is little more than arrogance cloaked as our acceptance of the fundamental princi- need to see that individual rights are not justice for all individual -will continue
humilty. It is arrogant to pretend that from ples has not and should not bind us to curtailed or cheapened in the intere t of to in pire and guide u because they are
our vantage we can guage accurately the those precise, at times anachronistic, con- what may temporarily appear to be the entrenched in our Constitution . The Conintent of the Framers on application of tours. Success ive generations of Amer- " public good." And as government con- sitution with its Bill of Rights thus has a
principle to specific, contemporary ques- icans have continued to respect these fun - tinues in its role of provider for so many bright future. a well as a gloriou past.
tion . All too often, ources of potential damental choices and adopt them as their of our di sadvantaged citizens, there is an for its pirit is inherent in the a piration
enlightenment uch a records of the ratifi- own guide to evaluating quite different even greater need to ensure that govem- of our people . •

Justice Brennan Responds:
Original Intentions
Do Not Solve Modern Problems
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EDITORIALS

Discrimination By Any Other Name.

The Games
We Play
• •
few words on sports and drugs, two of my favorite
topics . Specifically, baseball and cocaine. Much
has already been written and said on,this connection, of
course. I'd like to comment on the comments .
"Baseball on Trial" some sanctimonious social commentators have labelled the recent trials in Pittsburgh
where a few professional athletes bore witness against a
couple of drug traffickers. Many deride these athletes'
behaviour and ethics, calling them irresponsible felons.
Sports guru Dick " I Hate Druggies" Young has been
railing uncontrollably about drug users for quite a while
now at the arne time he mildly admonishes Billy " I
Never Met A Drink I Didn't Like" Martin to imbibe in
different bars than his players . New York Times sportswriter Dave Anderson recently wrote: "For all the millions
of dollars involved for adult in player contracts and TV
income, baseball i still a kids ' game. As such, it owes
the kids , a well as everyone el e, an apology for what
ha occurred on the witnes stand in the Pittsburgh drug
trials ...
Ander on's attitude is typical ; but his premise is bogus .
Baseball, at least professionally , is not a "kids' game."
If it wa , why are all thi s year's World Series games
scheduled at night, games that will often end at around
midnight EST . If it's a kid' game, why all the beer and
car rental commercial? And how is it that George Steinbrener's opinion is constantly aired while the average
Little Leaguer has trouble getting a press conference together? Not to mention, though J certainly will, how
many kids can afford a $15 box seat? Baseball, for better
or more likely for worse, i big business.
But whether or not it is a kids game is really beside
the point. It is the behavior of tho e admitted cocaine
users that has so many opinion leaders in a dither. Cocaine

A

The National Black Law Students Association,
a national organization chaired by a student at
Brooklyn Law School, has suddenly found itself
the focus of media attention. Under nonnal circumstances, progressive public interest groups such
as the NBLSA thrive on this type of notoriety. In
this case, however, it is in a position no organization would envy. NBLSA must defend itself against
a charge of race discrimination .
The controversy aro e when Su an Kreston, a
white law student at the Univer ity of Mi sis ippi ,
was barred last year from participating in the regional round of NBLSA 's Frederick Douglass Moot
Court Competition, one of the largest of uch competitions in the nation . Kre ton re ponded by filing
a complaint with the Department of Education . Her
posit ion i that the group ' pol icy amounts to blatant
race di sc rimination , and NBLSA chairman Johnnie
Cordero disagrees. Rather. he says that the group's
desire to maintain its identity as a black organization carries no implication of racism. In addition ,
he contends, the benefits to be derived from integration are best achieved in other spheres.
The hi tory of race discrimination in thi country
is a shameful one . Prejudice against blacks and
other continues to this day . The answer to discrimination , however, is not more discrimination. While
NBLSA' s po ition i understandable , it is not defensible. Even if we accept Cordero 's argument
that NBLSA is not a racist organization because
its all-black policy reflect its desire to maintain a
special support group to address the hi torically
unique concem of American blacks , BLSA i
sti ll a law school organization excluding people on

the basis of skin color. Constitutional issues aside,
this is precisely the type of reasoning that can be
used by those who wish to preserve the "complexion:' of any community .
The fact that a traditionally oppressed minority
group is conducting the discrimination is no excuse.
Discrimination is wrong because of the devastating
effect it has on the dignity and spirit of its victim.
Susan Kreston has as much right to be protected
from race discrimination as anyone el e . To us, it
i surprising that a group such as NBLSA-whose
members hould well under tand the evils of racism-would exclude someone from participation
in an activity merely becau e that person's skin
was the wrong color. What was the purpose?
NBLSA, in defending its actions, maintains that ·
it is an exclusively private organization beyond the
reach of the federal government's power to regulate. Even if thi is true- and the issue i still a
matter of dispute-NBLSA is not completely pri vate . The group has local chapters affiliated with
law scho;)ls throughout the country, including one
at Brooklyn Law School.
Further, like virtually every other student group
at BLS , BLSA receives funding from the Student
Bar Association . The SBA, in tum , gets its funding
from the required student activity fee . We believe
the SBA ha a respon ibility to investigate the
policie of the local BLSA chapter and its ties to
the national organization . If it find s that the local
chapter has adopted the policy of the national organization , then the SBA should take the same
action it would take again t any other group practicing racial discrimination .

The BLS of Tomorrow vs. the BLS of Today

"Spend a Buck On Us"
executive Editors '

Donna L. RiccOOooo
Richard P.· Sdlroeder ·

>- Senior News Editor.
The law school i presented in the new Brooklyn
Law School News a a school that is owing the
eeds for future greatne . While we applaud any
greater communication from the school, even if
clearly meant for alumni eyes, it reminded us how
very Iowa priority today 's tudents are to the administration . No greater example of this existed than
that of the photocopy machine in the library .
While we hate to dwell on 0 seemingly trivial
an i ue, the poor quality and undepenrlability of
our photocop iers demon trate the school ' lopided ense of prioritie . The copy machine in the
library were a long tanding BLS joke. The machine never worked properly and were a con tant
ource of anger and fru tration . So many student
were up et that the SBA actually met with the Dean
about it. The Dean ha re ponded by promptly notifying the photocopy supplier that its performance
mu t improve . ew machine were finally intailed . We hope they will work better than the old
joke.
One of the olutions which surfaced and may
till be under con ideration is for students
to be c harged an extra five dollars--of which the
Dean will match the figure and acquire some
machine that work. This suggestion cannot be viewed a anything short of an insult to students. The
school has $5 million to buy buildings , ha the
money to renovate the faculty and Deans ' space
on the ninth floor to palatial standards, but will ask
tudent to reach deeper into their pockets to fix
the copy machine problem. Absurd. Who paid for
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the cute personal Canon copiers outside the three
deans office? Who paid for all tho e ophisticated
computerized work station on the 8th and 9th
floor?
For our tuition money we de erve a fir t rate law
library-with working copy machines . The school
hould treat it tudent a it treat it faculty and
deans. It should en ure that there are top quality
copy machine in the library . And it hould
be done without a king u to pend another
cent. Take it from the eight grand we already gave
you-or better yet, take it from the building fund .
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While we're talking about student services and
building , has anybody een the SBA office? It
eem to have di appeared to another building . La t
year the notion eemed to be that all of the student
group would be moving acro s the treet. Well ,
for good rea on the three student publication and
Moot Court remained in the main building and
SBA wa the only group to move . Thi ha erved
to isolate an organization that had enough problem
getting the attention of tudents while they were in
the arne building . The SBA i not like the Bursar's
office. They depend on daily contact with the student body and therefore de erve some permanent
space in the building. A good place to start would
be the old Journal office that i currently used as
the ,library smoking lounge. Why not move the
lounge to a room that i somehow connected to the
library? As a u e of re ources, it would all make
a lot more sense. But that might set a bad precedent.
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use in baseball has become major news. How this is
escapes me. Of course, some athletes take drugs . Some
also drin k, cheat on their wives and tell tasteless jokes.
Its sin takes a holiday , surely . But is it news?
Today's professional athletes are entertainers; their job
is to help us mired in the mundane to forget how utterly
uneventful our lives are. The well -paid athlete's li fe is
more aki n to a rock star's (groupies inc luded) than a little
Leaguer. Substance abuse (and it's debateable' whether
any of the witnesses were abusers) i's part of the terrain ,
not unlike sportscars . If the drug controls the individual,
then it is sad in the personal sense, but no more. Certain ly,
it is no better or worse than alcoholism, which has been
a tradition in the summer game. (Mickey Mantle, fo r
example, reputedl y hit more than one home run wh ile
inebriated .) Is it someth ing chi ldre n should emulate? Proably not. But all thoSe who contend that all professional
athletes shoul d be role models are either naive or have
not met many professional ath letes. If you don' t believe
me, just ask Sandra Day O'Connor her opinion of professional foo tball players.
Nobody is promoting or even condoning drug use here .
The athletes involved were caught and given the unenviable choice between bei ng a witnes or a defendant. If
the e men committed a moral transgression , to my mind
it was the act of squealing-for their own personal gain;
i.e., avoiding a jail term-<>n those with whom they
knowingly and freely associated. Yet , this view is apparently a minority position .
As is u ually the ca e, condemning these men in public
is not sufficient. A scarlet letter may have worked in
Hester Prynne' s day, but this is the 80s. Mandatory
urinanalysis tests are being touted as the best way to
"c lean up" the game. Put it under the ame legal theory
as the so-called sobriety checkpoints that are currently
the rage; that is, arrest everyone and let the less guilty
go. Of course, baseball is only the beginning. The parade
of horribles is anyone's guess.

SPORTS

M~C>lA",

Such is life in the land of the qualified free , home of
individual limitations, where the inherent right to the
pursuit of happiness has been superceded by the inherited
obligation to follow the rules . Where once we had Henry
Thoreau now we have George Will. Where once we had
undisciplined individualism, now we have regimentation .
The Rules of the Game long ago usurped the meaning
of the Game , and I' m not talking baseball. Our societal
paranoias have terminally· colored our perceptions .
Cocaine in baseball has been raised to a level of national
concern (unlike the pl ight of the homeless and hungry) ,
becau se of its alleged threat to our moral fibre. But our
moral fibre has long been threadbare .

•
We con tantly fret over the 25,000 people lost each
year in alcohol-related auto accidents, while we remain
utterly unconcerned with the hundred of thousands of
deaths each year that are work related . (Pre umably , it's
alright to die, 0 long as you do it at work .) We worry
ince santly about polluting our mind s with pornoghraphy.
at the same time we ignore our fateful poisoning of the
environment. We wage mercenary wars in Central
America for corporate profit , but we righteously await
apologies from athletes for their personal indiscretions.
If only we held politicians as accountable as we do entertainer . 0 wonder they start off each game with the
rhetorical query : " Oh , say can you ee?" •

Philip L . Reizenstein

The U.N
Turns 40
s the United Nations celebrates it 40th anniversary,
dip lomats and dignitaries from around the world are
praising the achievements of the past 40 years and confidently looking forward to the next forty years. However,
many critics of the U. N have questioned whether the
U.N . is a viable forum for the resolution of disputes
among nations . These critics point to the inability of the
U . N. to prevent the many conflict and wars that routinely
occur among the non-superpower nations, as wen as the
U .N.' failure to prevent the war in Vietnam or the Soviet
Union's brutal invasion and oppression of Afghanistan.
Because of the U. . 's perceived helple sness, many
people view it as an impotent bureaucratic breeding
ground, whose chief purpose is to serve as a forum for
attacks on the United State. and Israe l by Soviet dominated governments . While these critici ms are an undertandable venting of pent up fru trations. they miss the
point. The U . . stands a one of the two chief representatives of international law, the other being the 'I orld
Court . Therefore. the problems of the U.N. stem from
the international law that i. supposed to apply . The proper
field of inquiry is thus whether international law is a
viable system for the re olution of disputes among nation . The answer to that question, I a ert, is no .

A

Black' s Law Dictionary defines "Law" a " That
which mu t be obeyed and followed by citizens ubject
to anctions or legal con equence . . . " Therefore, for
a body of law to be viable it must proscribe the acts of
it ubject and have the ability to enforce penaltie on
tho e who violate it. International law has none of these
attributes. What Hans Morgenthau wrote over 40 year
ago continues to be true today : nation s act in their own
elf interest regardless of existing international law . The
c1eare t example of this was the United States' blockade
of Cuba during the Cuban Missile Crisis . Cuba was blockaded because the decision-makers of the United States
had determined that a blockade was the optimal solution
to the desired goal of removing Soviet missiles from
Cuba. It was only after the choice was made that the
term "quarantine" was used so as to make the action
acceptable under international law. The United States'
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action in resolving the mis ile cri i typifie how mo t
nations have chosen to deal with interna tional law-a
a n afterthought to be considered after the nati on ha decided to act. Did international law prevent the Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia in August of 1968 , or the
United States' bombing of Cambodia. or the invasions
of Israel by Egypt in 1967 and 1973? The answer of
course i no : there are no instances of a nation not acting
in its perceived best interest merely becau e international
law prohibits such action. International law ha become
a mere inconvenience to be dealt with after the fact. And
to a ert that international law has binding pro criptive
force is to ignore the last one hundred years of history .
Just a international law lacks pro criptive force. it
al 0 lacks the ability to punish the offenders. Article 2
of the U . N. Charter guarantees the overeign equality of
'all member nations . While this guarantee is an important
one , it has the practical effect of insulating offending
nations from anything more than condemnation and limited sanctions. Thus observe that by seeking to enforce
a body of law bereft of the ability to proscribe actions
or punish its subjects, the U.N. is condernned to remain
a helpless bureaucratic institution .

Recognizing the problem of the U. .. the question
arises a to whether it would be beneficial to expand the
power of the U. . to better help it deal with the problems
it faces. The answer. I assert. lies not in expanding the
power of the U. .. but in changing it role in the world.
To expand the power of the U.N . to the extent necessary
to in ure its effectiveness would be to empower the U.N .
with the ability to prevent a nation from acting in its
perceived be t intere t. Such a ituation create an irrational legal system. for it i the height . f irrationality to
require a nation not to act in its perceived best intere t.
Rather than increasing the power of the U . . . therefore. we should be concerned with changing it role. The
U . N . . be it in its current form or in a new modified one.
must continue to exist. if for no other reason than that
it basic existence stand for the proposition that the
nations of earth recognize the need for all to live in peace
with each other. However. if the U.N. is to do more than
exi t, if the U .N . is to begin to fulfill some of the promise
that it held when it was born in. San Franci co. then it
must be recognized that as it currently exists. the U. N .
is a failure. To succeed in the future. its charter must be
amended and its role must be changed . •
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Law School Community," should be a
means of exchange of information regarding AIDS. not a vehicle for perpetuating
stereotypes .
As members of the Brooklyn Law
School Community and as members of the
Lesbi an and Gay Community. we suggest
that the Justilliall make an effort to live
up to its reputation (See Student Lawyer.
Vol. 14, No . I (Sept. 1985) at 43 I BrookIyn Law School takes top honors in the
1984-85 Newspaper Competition sponsoredbytheABALawStudentDivision .l)
and serve as a source of informed and
thoughtful articles regarding AIDS and
AIDS-related issues. Accordingly, we enclose articles from other ource s that have
thoughtfull y dealt with i sues raised by
the AIDS c ri s is. We encourage you to seek
permi ss ion to reprint them in the lusti-

niall .

Sincerely,
Brooklyn Law School
Lesbian and Gay Law
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To the Editor:
Your Sept. 3 editorial "The New
Plague, in Perspective" accurately
states that there is no medical reason
for preventing most chldren with
AIDS from attending school. It is im portant to realize that there i. also no
legal basis for doing . o. evertheless.
across the c0untry, AIDS children are
bei ng kept out of school. Fear and the
political pressure it creates seem to
be clouding what is an excruciating,
but clear. legal issue.
Both Congress. in statutes like the
Education for All Handicapped Children Act. and the Supreme Court, in
decisions like Brown v. BoardofEducation have recognized education as
a basic entitlement and a fundamental
right. That, of course , is not the only
right involved . " Upon the principle
of self-defense , of paramount necessity," the Supreme Court wrote in a
seminal 1904 health case, "a comunity has the right to protect itself
against an epidemic of di . ease which

Justinian. as "a forum for the Brooklyn
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This leiter originally appeared
ill the New York Times
in response to an editorial
in that newspaper.
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Dear Editor,
The cartoons regarding AIDS in your
~ October, 1985 issue (Justinian , Vol. LV.
~ No . I, p. 7) were offensive in so many
~ ways-yet. to list the offensive charac~
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Attempting to fix a recurring problem.
Dear Dean Trager:
As a first year evening student, [ spent
last Sunday , October 20, in the library
from the hours of 9:00 a.m. to 4 :30 p .m.
working on my first research assignment.
For the assignment it wa necessary to
make photocopies of the cases pertaining
to the problem . This past Sunday, the
copiers were in extremely poor condition .
The machines on all three floor. alternately misfed, ran out of toner, ate copy
cards , and produced copies that were
barely readable (either too dark or too
light). At any given time during the day ,
there were no more than two or three
machines operating at once .
[ hope that this situation can be remedied in the future . Perhaps hiring students to ervice the copiers, i.e . clear misfed paper , add toner , etc ., would be a

solution.
[n contrast to the copier problem , I
found the library staff to be extremely
helpful. Thi is important to a first year
tudent who is very unfamiliar with the
library's resources . However, the staff
cannot service the copiers or shelve books .
[ understand that the library works on
a cooperative ystem . If more students
realize this and "cooperate" in putting
needed books away for others to use, the
time spent in searching tables for missing
volumes could better be used to work. on
the assignment.
A combination of adequate copiers and
cooperative students would certainly make
beginning attempts at research more rewarding and more enjoyable for all first
year students .
Sincerely yours,
Susan H. Odes sky
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Continued from previous page
threatens the safety of it members. "
[Jacobson v . Massachusetts, 197
U.S. 11 at 27]
Individual rights are not sacrosanct
in the face of this kind of danger. To
protect the many, the state may infringe upon the rights of the few, but
the law also protects the sick from the
fears of the majority. The key concept
is necessity: The law allows almost
any deprivation of individual liberty
or property if a health threat is real,
but will not tolerate even the slightest
if the threat is not.
As the law governing the state's
power to protect the public health has
developed, emergency health actions
must pass a two-prong test when they.
implicate fundamental individual
rights . First,it must be shown that the
state has a compelling interest in taking action . This requires a medical
evaluation of the health threat which
finds that the perceived danger is real
and that it is the kid of threat against
which effective emergency steps can
be taken. This evaluation depends not
only on a disease's severity but also
upon its etiology and prevalence . ,
If the danger is not real , or if
emergency steps will not make a
meaningful difference, no action is
justified. If it is justified , the second
prong of the test requires both that it
have a reasonable medical relation to
the goal of alleviating the danger and
that it does not compromise individual

rights more than is absolutely necessary .
In the overwhelming medical consensus that AIDS does not constitute
a danger in the classroom means that
a ban on school attendance for AIDS
children does not pass the first prong
of this test.
Scientific evaluations are rarely
stated in absolute terms; there is always the one-in-a-million chance,
what New York Mayor Koch recently
referred to as the "theoretical concern
that one cannot absolutely rule out the

cedent. Just six years ago, the Federal
courts prevented the New York City
school board from limiting the school
attendance of some 50 retarded children infected with hepatitis B . [New
York State Association for Retarded
Children, Inc. v. Carey, 612 F.2d 644
(2d Cir: 1979)] (Hepatitis B is a serious viral disease which, like AIDS,
is transmitted by exchange of body
fluids).
Since the medical evidence indi cated that the disease was not spread
by casual contact, the children posed

. "The law allows almost any deprivation of individual liberty
if the health threat is real, but will not tolerate even the slightest
if the threat is not."

transmission of the AIDS virus ." But
that is not enough to justify a total
ban on school attendance. The only
legitimate question remaining is
whether individual children behave in
a way-biting , for example-that
constitutes an exceptional threat.
That, of course, must be decided on
a case-by-case basis .
One need not search far for a pre-

little or no threat to their classmates;
the problem of individual children
whose behavior posed a greater threat
could be addressed by steps far less
drastic than blanket exclusion or
segregation of all the children.
Unfortunately, the clarity of the
law may not be of much help to AIDS
victims. While there may be no doubt
of the outcome, reaching it could take

Profs Remember
Continued from page 3
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more time than many of these children
have.
Last week, for example, a Federaljudge in Indianapolis refused to order
the admission of Ryan White to
school until he has exhausted four
levels of state administrative hearings
[White v. Western ScholCorp. No.
IP 85-1 I 92-C, slip op. (S.D .
Ind.Aug.
23,
1985)]
Eventually ,somewhere along the line , he will
be vindicated, but meanwhile he reins
deprived of what is not only a basic
right but also a last , brief chance to
lead a normal life . In many other
cases, the afflicted children may be
too poor and unprotected to fight city
hall .
This is a tragic situation , and ,behind the legal issue is the moral one.
As a society, we ought not stand by
as understandable fear metastasizes
into an illegitimate assertion of the
state 's power. Fear does not justify
doubly victimizing the sick by placing
unnecessary and useless restrictions
on their already wounded lives.
Scott Burris
New Haven, Sept. 3, 1985

•

The writer is a student at the Yale
Law School and an editor -of the Law
and Policy Review.
Copyright © 1985 by the New York
Times Company . Reprinted with permission.

courses , and has about 25 years of administrative experience here at Brooklyn
Law.
Professor Gilbride recalls that he attended his first Law School-- class and
thought the registrar had erred. He found
himself in a February Class that was in
the middle of guess what--Contracts!
After class he went to check it out and
was told that he would be able to take the
first part of Contracts during the summer.
Professor Gilbride graQuated in June,
took the Bar in early July and was appointed in November of the same year. an
interesting footnote on the demand for attorneys at that time.
.
In contrasting evening school then and
now , Professor Gilbride finds that there
is much more formal orientation now and
definitely more faculty accessiblity. In addition, with the availability of elective
courses, evening students have more curriculum flexibility than their predecessors .
Both Professors Crea and Gilbride
noted the special relationships that
develop among evening students . Maturity and acceptance of responsibility result
in a mutual support system that can see
students through their most difficult
academic and personal' experiences. •

tracts and Partnership. This continued
until graduation . Professor Crea was not
able to take Torts until his final year!
During the post World War II era , finan cial aid was limited to two categories: Veterans State Scholarship and Federal GI
Bill of Rights . According to the provisions
of the State Scholarship , your tuition was
paid but you had to buy your own books .
The Federal assistance covered both tuition and books.
Another interesting "historical note" is
that you only needed two years of College
and a Law School Qualifying Certificate
from the State Education Department for
acceptance to Brooklyn Law School.
(Stanley Kaplan would have starved in
those days!) All courses were part of a
structured curriculum and the assortment
of elective courses we now have was not
then available .
Were there any observations about the
female student population in the "early
days (and nights)?" Professor Crea noted
that in all sessions women "were assigned
to seats in the second row . " During the
early days of the Women's Lib Movement
they were able to sit anywhere in the classroom . Professor Crea, however, found a
slight drawback to the "dawning of this
During the 1985-86 school year, the
new era . " Liberation from seating prac- Brooklyn Law School Lesbian and Gay
tices came simultaneously with the advent Law Student Association will be sponsorof the "mini-skirt."
ing an informal study group on the topic
Professor Gilbride attended Fordham of Lesbian/Gay Rights and the Law . We
Law School from 1944-48. He attended will be examining the constitutional and
evening classes for three years and his last statutory rights of lesbians and gay men
year consisted of morning classes. For- in the areas of domestic relations. employdham ' s Law School campus was then 10- ment discrimination. immigration and
cated at 302 Broadway and was experienc- naturalization. housing. public accomodaing the same "growing pains" facing most tions , rights of association and in the area
of the country's educational institutions of criminal justice.
because of returning U.S. servicement
All individuals are encouraged to parfrom overseas. At present he teaches Con- ticipate. For further information contact
tracts and Legal Profession, both required Jim Williams at (212) 260-3303.

Gay Rights
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Jock's Trap
~

by Scoop Jackson
ur bodies may be likened to machines; special machines consisting
of both physical and mental elements. In
order to prevent atrophy , these elements
need regular use, i.e. exercise . At BLS
we are afforded an opportunity to exercise
our mind. To expand its ability and capacity through continuous use. However , we
are afforded little to no opportunity to
exercise our bodies. After all, why should
this opportunity be available to us here ?
We are in law school not grade sc hoolthere is no gym period here .
While thi s mayor may not be the attitude of the c urren t administration, we
may infer (we're in law school-why not?)
from the smattering of recreational and
athletic activities which are available, that
the administration is compelled by some
force to provide us with an opportunity to
exercise our bodies.
Currently, there is an intramural football league which is halfway through what
so far has been a very success fu I season .
An intramural basketball league will be
registering team s in late January , and the
world renown Lawyer's Basketball
League will be conducting tryouts in early
December. The lesser known Lawyer's
Volleyball League wi ll also get under way
about the same time. Additionally , a good
fai th effort made last year to organize an
intramural softball league during the
Spring semester quickly folded for lack of
participation . Further, an exercise class
was conducted for a short time in the third
floor student lounge, but also waned due
to lack of participation.

O

available to students as well as faculty.
The school might also look to subsidize
membership in a local health club, or
perhaps even rent space in a local gym for
student and faculty recreation . The idea
of squeezing in a little exercise between
a Holzer lecture and a grand lunch in the
cafeteria certainly has its therapeutic
merits . While t~e cost of going through
with any of these suggestions may be high ,
the benefits derived would be better off
as a whole .

Trivia questions:
I) Name the batter to make the last out
in Don Larsen's perfect game in the 1956
World Series?
2) Name the player that Lou Gehrig
replaced as the first baseman for the New
York Yankees and why he replaced hi m?
3) Name four rookies of the year in the
major sports in 197'6 whose initial s were
A.D.?
Basehalf talk: The Mets trade Ron Darling
and Howard Johnson to the Boston Red
Sox for premier third baseman Wade
Boggs, and then the Mets trade R ay
Knight to the Tortfeasors for high priced
rookie Mark Wasserman and the fans wonder who got the best deal . Then the Mets
will pick up Tom Terrific Seaver and will
fi nally win the N .L. Pen nant.
Hocky Predictions for 1986 :
Adams Division-Sabres wi ll win going
away , but look for Quebec Nordiques with
the Statsney brothers and the toughest
player in the NHL, Dale Hunter, to c hallenge for the title .
Patrick Division-All 3 New York/ New

NiPPI'~
Semilunar line(la{eral
horder of rectus) -\4-':"'---4
Tendinous
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It is this lack of participation that is Jersey teams are hating it. The Islanders
responsible for the inadequacy of recrea- are too old, the Devil s are too young and
tional and physical activities available to the Rangers are well, just too nothing.
us. That is, lack of participation by both Look for the Capitals and the Broad Street
students a nd the administration. The ame Bullies to dominate agai n.
people are running and participating in all Norris Division- the weakest division in
of the intramural sporti ng events avai la- hockey, so who cares. Do note that the
ble . The number of participants is appro x- Detroit Red Wings with orne Iron Curtain
imately 130 students, or less than 10% of refugees , some good young draft choices
the tudent body- thi s includes many par- and college stars to be the team of the
ticipating alumni. There are presently no future .
women participating in the football Smythe Division-a la the Gretsky Divileague . Additionally , the administration sion , what more needs to be aid , the man
allocates only $2000.00 per year toward is the greatest hockey player ever, and no
the development and sustenance of these one has ever dominated a sport like
activities ($ 1,500 went to the rental of the Gretsky can . Hell he is only 25 years old.
gym for intramural basketball ; $200 went Add names Iike Kurri , Coffey , Krushelto both the Lawyer' s Basketball and Vol- nyski, Messier, Fuhr, etc . and they will
leyball League, and $50 went to the foot- be unbeatable and wind up with a Stanley
ball le<\gue . Thi s doe not include an ad- Cup Hat Trick. The Winnepeg Jets with
ditional fifty to one hundred dollar paiJ ex-Ranger G-M John Furge on are a good
by each team entry, amounting to nearly young team , and if it were not for Mr.
two thou sand dollars). This means that the Gretsky , the name of Dale Hawerchuck
admini stration is only allocating $2 out of would be heard throughout the HL more
the eight thousand tuition paid by each often, he is a good young talent.
student.
While we are not looking for an N . Y . U . SuperBowl Predictions-The Monsters of
type gymnasium, we can at least ask for the Midway , the Chicago Bears , will conan extra room in the newly bought bank tinue to dominate the NFC and wiJI beat
building that could be converted to a semi- the surprising New York Jet 21-17 in the
adequate exercise room which would be Super Bowl.

The Sound

Sol
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Invitation to Membership in Getting Involved in the Law
the New York State
Student Division:
Bar Association
The Competitive Edge
For those of you not yet acquainted with
the New York State Bar Association , I
write to invite you to join this important
organization.
Membership benefits include a subscription to the New York State Bar Journal , invitations to special continuing legal
education seminars at reduced fees, car
rental di scount, and a medical insurance
plan . Applications for membership will be
available soon and will be placed in the
book holders outside of the cafeteri a on
the basement level and on the thi rd floor
book racks . On behalf of the ew York
State Bar Association , I welcome you all
to join , and I will be pleased to answer
any questions you may have . During the
spring semester, I have asked Mayor Edward I. Koch to be a Di stingui shed
Speaker on behalf of the New York State
Bar Association and he has agreed to talk .
The Mayor will be speaking in the evening . I will be giving further detail s concerning the time and topic of hi s ta lk . A
reception will be held at that time . In addition , a writing competition will be pon sored by the New York Bar Association
detail s of which will be posted on bulletin
boards. I will be attending a meeting of
the Assoc iation on Friday , November 15th
and will put a short article in the Justinian
or post further detail s of the writing competition and any other relevant news.
I urge you all to become members of
the New York State Bar Association .
Please contact me if you have any question s. My home number is 212-228-8966
and I am in school five nights a week .
Susan Landis,
New York State Bar Association
Representative , Class of '88

The ABA Law Student Division offers
law students a number of opportunities to
get invol ved in activities which will provide a competitive edge when vying for a
position after graduation. For only $10.00
the Law Student Division provides you
with two important and widely read publication s , the ABA Journal and the Student
Lawyer, which keeps you apprised of all
that's going on in the profession and with
law students across the country . Ten dollars for that alone is worth it, consideri ng
for instance , that it is much less than you
will ever pay for most law school texts .
Beyond these publications , the Law
Student Division means programs. Active
involvement gives you a real competitive
edge; something to put on your resume
and talk about in an interview . There are
now three competitions, the National Ap'pellate Advocacy Competition , the Client
Counseling Competition , and the New
Negotiations Competition, which allow
you to compete with students throughout
the country.
There are other new programs which
involve you in specific areas of the law.
The Adm inistrative Law Judge Program
brings an Admini strative Law Judge on
campus to either hold an actual hearing or
speak with students . The Guardian Ad
Litem Program encourages students to act
as advocate for children who require their
own advocate. The volunteer Speakers
Program encourages students to go out and
address high school students and c ivic organization s about law school and the legal
profession. The Voluntary Income Tax
Assi tance (VITA) Program gives you
first hand experience in preparing income
tax returns while helping Ie s fo rtunate
members in the community.

Another ongoi ng activity is the Resolutions process. Every August law students
from around the country gather to consider
resolutions written by law students on toI - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - { pics ranging from Nicaragua to Acid Rain
Supporters of the referendum argued to due process in selecting law review
that any challenge to the constitutionality members. Thi s is the greatest oppo rtunit y
of the proposed referendum was prema- that you as a student have to propose ideas
~~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ rure . Though an amendment was on ilie
which may eventually become the policy
tionality of the proposed referendum. ballot, it had yet to have been passed and of the American Bar Association .
Referendum Nuked
These are just the highlights of what
Under state law, a referendum cannot indeed may never have become law at all.
Continued from page 3
merely a certain public opinion but must The proper time to pass upon the issue of the Division offers you . Your ABA/LSD
propose a change in law. The referendum constitutionality, according to counsel for representative on campus, Diane Conyers ,
Another criticism aimed at the officials as now drafted would prohibit the Board respondent , Mobilization for Survival , is needs a lot of help . Your participation will
supporting the home port concerns the of Estimate from renting or selling city subsequent to passage of an amendment be rewarding and give you the competitive
edge you will need upon graduation from
over-estimation of the economc gains that land, or using city monies to "facilitate which becomes law.
the base would bring. Initially , supporters the development of any military facility ,
In the opinion of its drafters. all the law school. Don't hesitate-join and get
of the base asserted that over 4000 jobs any component of which is designed to carry referendum does is amend the enumerated involved today!
would be created with more then $500 or store nuclear weapons ." Opponents to powers of the Board of Estimates in one
-By John W, Folcarelli
million a year added to the area's eco- the referendum claim that it is overly broad limited respect. Since the imposition Of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~
nomy . The Navy , however, estimates that and too re trictive on the Navy .
rules and regulations as to disposal of City II
no more than 900 permanent civilian jobs _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lands and tax monies is at the heart of any
will be created with a yearly expenditure
municipal government, they believe thi
of about $10.5 million .
referendum does not further intrude into
In a zealous gras roots effort , Mobiliza- If the people in a democracy can't federal boundaries . Even if the referendum passed , the Navy could condemn the
tion for Survival,an antinuclear coalition, tell the government they don't
collected over 100 ,000 signatures on a petland and take it by eminent domain.
ition to get the issue on this year's ballot. want nuclear weapons, who can?
The Supreme Court of Richmond
That number represented well over twice
County decided to strike the refendum as
the amount of signatures needed to place
constitutionally preempted by the federal
the matter directly on the ballot. Though
government. The Appellate Division, 2nd
the signatures were certified by the City
Fossella and others say the proposed department, affirmed this decision. The
Clerk , their validity was challenged in a amendment to the City Charter violates court held that the federal government 's
lawsuit brought by City Councilman Frank the Supremacy Clause (Article VI) of the power to raise and maintain an army and
Fossella and five Staten Island buis- Constitution. The federal government is navy was " broad and sweeping" and that
nessmen. A referee was appoint- charged with the responsibility of provid- the proposed referendum would unreasoned by State Supreme Court Justice ing for a national defense and military ably interfere with this power. Counsel
Charles Kuffner Jr. to review the signa- planning. According to the referendum's for respondant believed these decisions
tures . After checking over 60,000 signa- opponents, by prohibiting the City from were premature and without precedent.
tures and invalidating only 3000, the re- selling or leasing its land to the Navy , the The case is now on appeal before the NY
feree informed Kuffner that the petition amendment would interfere with this im- Court of Appeals .
would probably stand up to any further portant fedeal power.
Still , a question posed by a member of
scrutiny. On Thursday,October 17 , Judge
Underlying their position is the senti- the antinuclear groups remains: "If, in a
Kuffner ordered the line by line challenge ment that New York City should not pre- democracy, the people of the Untied St tes
stopped .
sume to forbid the federal government do not have the right to tell the federal
Councilman Fossella and the other from putting a defense facility where it government that th y don't want nuclear
plaitiffs have also challenged the constitu- sees fit.
weapons in their city , then who does?" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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BLSA Defends
. Black-Only Policy
Continued from page I
were denied this privilege, Cordero argues, " next we'd
be saying that if you had a private party, you'd have to
ensure that blacks were invited-and that 's sheer nonsense. "
Under 42 U .S .c. § 1981 , however, a public nexus may
be unnecessary to .bring an association within the reach
of the law . Courts have held discrimination impermissible
in private employment and many contract situations. The
only exception is the private club . BLSA chapters are
affiliated in some ways with public institutions, and it
remains to be seen whether BLSA will be deemed public.
Julius Chambers , General Counsel of the NAACP ,
stated th at the NAACP has not yet taken an official position on the matter. However, he commented that, " The
problem I personally have with the position [NBSLA is
taki ng] is that the group is sanctioned by an ' institution
that may be receiving state or federa l funds. If o ne
analogizes the s ituation to positions the NAACP has taken
where white groups have excluded blacks from college
fraternities and we've argued such as policy violates the
14th Amendment and Title VI, then I would imagine the
same notion would apply to BLSA ."
Representing Kreston are George C. Cochran , a constitutiona ll aw professor at the University of Mississippi,
Wilbur Colom of Colom & Colom in Columbus , Mississippi and the Washington, D.C .-based law firm Steptoe
& John son . Cochran asserts that BLSA is a voluntary
association which has a historic basis of discriminating
as a private group . According to him , the issue of whether
BLSA uses any govemment funds is secondary because
the BLSA chapter uses a public facility that is receiving
state and/or federal money .
" We're merely trying to reverse that one constitutional
provision that states that only black students may be
admitted to the organization," Cochran said. "Our feeling is that a lawsuit can't help anybody, and we've been
dodging that option since last spring."
Cordero suggests that the delaying tactic was a means
by which BLSA 's opponents intended to " vilify us in
the press. " He stated that counsel at Steptoe & Johnson
informed him that their firm had the backing of high
officials of the Reagan Administration, which Cordero
thought was a reference to Assistant Attomey General
William Bradford Reynolds (controversial head of the
Justice Department's Civil Rights Division) and Ronald
Reagan . Attorneys at Steptoe & Johnson denied the
charge .
Tim ing may become a critical issue in the months
ahead since March is the last time Kreston will be eligible
to compete. BLSA maintains that it ....,ill take two years
for a modification of a constitutional provision to become
effective, even if they were consideri ng this alternative.
In the meantime, Steptoe & Johnson has begun to act.
Cynth ia Moreland, an attorney for the firm, says that a
complai nt has been fi led with the Department of Education to see if the organization receives any federal funds.
If it does, BLSA clearly falls under the rubric of public
associations, which are legally prohibited from discrimi nating among prospective members on the basis of
race . Additionally, a letter on file with the IRS requests
that it investigate BLSA 's tax exempt status. Tax exemptions may be revoked upon a showing of racial discrimination .
Moreland remarked that she understands BLSA 's osition in attempting to provide a special service and doe
not want to see the organization disbanded but that she
is opposed to disc rimination of any kind .
According to Nancie Marzulla, an attorney with the
Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department , "We
did an initial look into the matter after it was brought to
our attention by one of the professors at the University
of Mississippi , but it wasn't in our purview ." Marzull a
commented that reverse discrimination actions were an
"insignificant" part of the Department's efforts as evidenced by their enforcement record but nevertheless they
received much attention "because of the media hype. "
The Department of Education, Office of Civil Rights
has deltermined that they have no jurisdiction in the matter in a reply to the Freedom of Information request.
Cordero stresses that BLSA's policy does not affirmatively reject white students and that the organization is
"deeply dismrbed that the impression being given is that
we're a racist organization. Our wish to remain a black
organization says nothing about other people and has no
derogatory intent. "
Law professor Cochran said, "I certainly don't want
BLSA chapters throughout the nation to become inundated with white students." He feels this would not pose
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a problem since BLSA could legitimately exercise its
power to exclude those not committed to its goals but
sees that as quite different from excluding on the basis
of racial criteria . Cochran maintains that the benefits of
integration would include an increased membership and
a stronger commitment to BLSA from white students,
which he feels should be a big objective.
The simple solution would be for BLSA to place a
nondiscrimination clause in its constitution. Manyorganizations remain segregated in one fashion or another regardless of their legal foundation. According to Cordero ,
" Racism has become a sc ience in the 1980s and so we
write nondiscriminatory clauses into our governing constitutions and bylaws and at the same time we discriminate
against others . At BLSA we say that's underhanded , it's
deceptive and we ' re not going to do it."
Cordero insists that there are many whites-only organizations on law school campuses throughout the country ,
and that " the primary one at BLS is Law Review ." At
BLS , avai lable statistics reveal that there has not been a
black member on Law Review since the 1950s when
He len Johnson Lowe was admitted. Lowe is currently a
federal district judge in Manhattan .

Cordero is "deeply disturbed that the
impression being given is that BLSA
is a racist organization. "
"We don't admi t people on anything but writing ability," responds Rosanne Pisem, president of Law Review.
"Our policy is to grade anonymously , so we have no way
of knowing the sex or race of participants . She added that
concern over lack of representation by minorities in thi s
year's group prompted several Law Review members to
meet with BLSA to ask them to encourage more students
to apply.
The implications of a lawsuit regarding BLSA 's policy
are very serious . Cochran indicates that he is "not a
flippant person " and that he is "fully committed to BLSA
and its goals." He believes that the organization would
not be damaged by allowing students of other races to
participate in its activities. Cochran assets that, "the last
thing anyone wants is for precipitous action to be taken
which could carry long-term effects for BLSA ."
At the present time, BLSA insists all it can do is "wait
it out" because "functionally , we're fighting ghosts,"
a reference to the fact that a lawsuit has still not been
filed . Yet Cordero notes that the implications of a lawsuit
are real and threatening . If BLSA loses in a court battle ,
scores of other black organizations may ultimately be
affected by the decision . If the case reached the Supreme
Court and it was determined that BLSA' was constitutionally entitled to the right of private association, Cordero
wonders if that would "open the door for others to rei nstitute segregation." •

. National Moot Court
Team Selected
Although the Jerome
Prince Moot Court Room
once looked like this
(above), on Monday,
November 4, it looked
more like this (below), as
BLS's National Moot
Court Team was chosen.
Winners were: Orli
Spanier-Best Oralist,
Lynn Cushman-Best
Brief, Eva Adaszco and
Orli Spanier-Best Team.
Selected for the
National Competition
were: Ms. Spanier,
Adaszco and Cushman,
with Mark Wasserman
as First Alternate and
Debra Babitch as
Second Alternate.
District Court Judges
Duberstein, Glasser and
Wexler commended all
on a job well done. •
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Free At Last
by Alan Dershowitz
Happy 18th birthday, Walter Polovchak! And congratulations on applying for U.S . citizenship.
Now you can spend the rest of your adult years wherever you please. You can exercise your freedom -of
religion, speech, movement and political affiliationwithout fear of imprisonment or confinement in a mental
hospital .
It was a long, hard battle, and you almost lost. The
American Civil Liberties Union went to court in support
of your parents' right to make you return to the Soviet
Union. If they had prevailed, you might have been s~nd
ing your 18th birthday behind steel bars and an Iron
Curtain . If you had turned 18 in that country, instead of
in this country, you wouldn't have been able to choose
to emigrate, a you are now free to do.
I know that you must be wondering why the ACLUour nation's leading defender of civilliberties--oppo ed
your efforts to choose freedom in the United States rather
ilian be fu~ed ~ reWrn to a li~ of oppression in ilie
Soviet Union . I wondered also, and I have been an active
member of that fine organization for nearly two decades .
In a recent column, I wondered aloud about the
ACLU ' s consistency in defending the rights of young
girls to choose to defy their parents by having abortions ,
while siding with your parents' efforts to make you return
to the Soviet Union . As soon as my column appeared in
print, the ACLU-which encourages dissent within other
organizations far better than it tolerates it within its own
ranks-sent out a directive to all board members urging
them to plant the ACLU's official answer in local papers
that had run my "attack . '
Part of that official answer-drafted by the lawyer who
tried to prevent you from remaining in thi country-was
that every court had sided with the ACLU . (Quite a
remarkable defense for the ACLU, which rarely defines
liberty by referring to how the court -especially these
days-decide cases .)
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Several weeks after the ACLU circulated its official
answer, your case, Walter, was decided by the U .S.
Court Qf Appeals for the 7th Circuit-the highest court
to which it has been submitted . That court's decision
constituted a firm rebuke to the ACLU .
The judges ruled that your parents did have a • 'very
strong interest" in your destiny-a view that I'm sure
you share. But it also ruled that the lower court had
wrongly decided the case in your parents' favor "without
apparently giving any but the most perfunctory attention
to (your) interests. " ,And then, in words that eemed to
be directed just as much to the ACLU, the appellate
judges criticized the trial judge for '.'failing to make any
provision for the protection of Walter's rights. The subject of his order was a human being who, though a minor,
has a constitutionally protected right of personal liberty
that is as important as a parent's right to custody of minor
children. "
The appellate judges also disagreed with the contention-implicitly advanced by the ACLU-that •'the private interest of . .. Walter . . . is by its very nature
considerably Ie s than that of his parents', particularly
at his present age of 17 ." Judges need not "blind" them:
elves, the Court of Appeals reasoned, to "the common ly
recognized fact that Soviet citizens who refuse to return

n••••11

to the Soviet Union and who publicly derogate that country are at risk of seriously adverse governmental action
if they return involuntarily to the Soviet Union . In this
connection, it would seem patiently inequitable to force
a 17-year-old against his will to return to a country where
he faced threat of persecution."
It is a tragedy that the ACLU has to be reminded by
~court ili~ a young ~ron ' s right to choo~ where to
spend the rest of his life is at least "as important" as a
parent's right to custody of that child.
Although you probably regard the ACLU as the Grinch
that tried to steal your Christmas, I hope you won't be
too angry at that organization. Over the past half-century,
the ACLU has been a bulwark of liberty for all Americans . It made a tragic mistake in your ca e by focusing
exclusively on your parents' pro,cedural right, without
considering your substantive rights.
The ACLU is paying a price for it mistake. Conservatives like George Will are having a picnic criticizing
the ACLU for failing to "take cognizance of children's
rights." Will, of course, is elective in defending children's rights as well: He'd never defend a young girl's
right to choose an abortion over her parents' objections .
He's on your side because you're against the Soviet Union
on this one. Civil liberties , like politics, make strange
bedfellows .
Well, enough talk about politics and civil liberties.
This is a personal triumph for your determination and
will power. You've earned the right to be free, Walter.
Now exercise your liberty wisely. And don't forget those
you left behind in the Soviet Union : They aren't as fortunate as you . •
Copyright 1985, United Feature Syndicate, Inc .
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Halloween Madness:
Richard Garelick
lays back while
Robin Siskin,
Student Services
Director, is
menaced by
Freddy De Chirico (I)
and Peter Stefan (r ).
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